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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2? 1913.

VOL 50

when Governor

Mills

came in

SANTA FE WILL

they

COAL OIL INQUIRY

MORGAN LETTER

THAT

NO. 14

GEN. HUERTA SEEKS

BIG
ON
GET
fees were distributed in that way. Mr.
Martinez, of course, had got gome of
MONEY
APPROPRIATION
the feeB and I was paid, of course, for
my work.
Washington, 1). C, Feb. 27. A gen-- !
Washington, D. C. Feb. 27. After
Q. Do you know whether or not
oral denial of the existence or possi
there was anyone in Santa Fe whoirn all night session filled with a
of a "money trust" was present-- .
a deputy or collector and to whom ,
struirele over public building ex- - bility
to the house money trust commit- id
you paid some" .part of the funds, do
ut
3:50 o'clock
penditnres, the senate
;
you know?
tee today in a long letter sent by J. P.
this morning passed the Public BuildA. Besides Mr. Martinez?
.Morgan & Company, at the luvltatiuti
ing Appropriation bill, carrying an i
Q." Yes, ma'am.
the committee.
oi
Upon the receipt
A. No, sir.
over
the
ease of nearly $16,000,0(10
o the Morgan letter Chairman Pujo
Did you
pay any $25,000,000 bill as passed by the house.
Q. Did not.
pave out a leter written to Morgan
funds to Mr. Dunne?
One sweeping
amendment inserted & Company, saying that the investiga-- ;
Mr.
A.
Dunne
received
INmoney
SUCCESSOR OF MADERO IN MEXICO WILL NAME A NEW AMBASSADOR AT
OF
BEHALF
ON
BY
LLEWELLYN
MAJOR
EFFORTS
"DESPITE STRENUOUS
from the office but ho was not an oil !J"Bt before passage, at tne suggestion Hon into Morgan & Company had
ut
Senator Kern, of Indiana, prohibit-- id January 25, and that the commit-HE PREPARES TO MAKE HIMSELF SOLID AT HOME BY
WASHINGTON.
ROGERS AND CAMPTAXPAYER
he was not a deputy.
TOOMBS,
AND HELPLESS
NOCENT
Did you you say vou paid Mr. etl tne erection ot a building or thejlte uad been ut work on its report
GRANTING AMNESTY TO ALL POLITICAL CULPRITS
purchase of a site for pontoflice pur it)1- a month.
BELL APPEARED TO HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF IT.
Dunne some of the funds?
A
Yes. fiin' Mr. Dunne
received' poses exclusively, - in any city where ' "Your memorandum." the reply con- the Psta' receipts- were less than $ in ri,ided, "manifstly comes loo late to
money from the office
value."
thoId M
Q. How much a month, per month?
en.fe of nM
th
,,p
Indeflnlte,5r
sixty or; The Morgan letttr ,aW at lhe loor UNCLE
I
the
A
SOLDIER BOYS
think
at
THAT
Well,
beginning
MARCOS C. DE BACA INSISTS
:
in
authorized
the present banking and currency
he got $50.00 a month, if remember seventy buildings
lnejo?
rebill.
The
.... .I.e. vcnnai!,!!,.,
session was
.,r,,r
rightly, and afterwards be got $83 a
with factional argument, aris- contration" of
BEGIN FIGHTING BAD WEATHER
ami credit that
money
DONA ANA MEMBER KEEP OP THE LICK month, at the rate of a thousand dol- plete
ing over appropriations made for meexist.
may
lars a year. That is what Mr. Dunne morial
buildings at Washington Rnd
In its conclusions as to the commitreceived.
ever alleged preferences given to tee's
Yes
And
know
do
ma'am.
you
Q.
activities, the letter said:
The awful, impending disclosures in the coal oil inspection department
civil
the
in
women"
of
war,
"loyal
C, Feb. 27. The ap - , Villa, who was once a leader of
Washigton,
for that control
he
, "We venture to submit that in a
services
what
to
made.
be
performed
now
never
bid
fair
territorial
late
regime,
the
Ameriof
the
of
under
affairs
the
and later was made a general
lJi
esident Huerta of a
f
t.tong public opinion there lies the ointment by
can Red Cross,
Following a highly entertaining session of Major William Henry Har- money?
ol insurrectos by the- - late President
he
came
of
the
he
A.
States'
around
didn't
to
in
moved
Mr.
new
Toombs
Why
greatest
safeguard
United
community.
the
this
ambassador
committee
adjourn
morning,
rison Llewellyn's
Mnterrj la rpnnrlpd trt hnvfl tal'n th
In view of the fact that the postal! lle D,,blic are tl,c ones wll entrUBt in the person of Emilio Ralmso is ex the comxnittee hearing subject to the call of the chair, at the same time to the office and asked me several
m gonorB Beek,
Ke,4
t
vengeance for
he
if
was
influence
could
and
with
such
times
there
an
pow-ianything
opinion by the attorney general
expressing the opinion that pending
receipts in Santa Fe run over $25,00,1, i inkers
pected to have the etlect of bringing
hja Iormep commandcr.
je
seems certain that the 2S 000 fed tr ns the' today have in every civiliz- - iu u
as to the coal oil fundi, further examination of witnesses might as well do, I always replied that there wasi
"Mne
disappeared yesterday from El
'alK' an( "le 1UU"C '8 unlikely to
nothing for him to do because I
eral building suggested for this city
be dispensed with or something to that general effect.
T.aftrt where he had been since his es
recognition vy uie u. . oj uj pruvientrust that power to weak or evil IchhI
De erected
Mr. Rogers expressed the opinion that the duties of the members of tended to all of the office work, I kept
lTn
to
irnvernment of Mexico.
cape from the penitentiary at Mexibands. Your counsel asked witnesses t,.e
the house were more urgently needed elsewhere and that it was apparent the records, attended to the correpreaent time t)a rolatiom be. co Ctty.
was
was
state
connected
that
the
Held
meB01lt
to
and
the
tlle
disclosed,
contrary
,vhcther
everything
spondence
P',w01'
to him, unless something
byjween the two governments have beeu Villa had been jailed by order ot
LAST
bankers in this country would not be
not likely to be benefitted by the further taking of testimony and that. with the oil inspector's office. Mr. TURKEY
a de facto DaslB and tl)e ttdmiuiH. General Huerta, who
'
Mi-to
times
the present investigation.
but
charged that
Dunne was there Beveral
a menace if it lay in evil Hands. Jl
there was too much "monkey shines
IS
lias not been committeed to a V illa, then
WILLING
TO
tuition
commanding a volunteer
congress were to fall in evil hands political recognition of tbo Huerta
F.ogers likewise stated that while some persons might have been attacked never asked him to do anything beCEDE
crrps, had returned to his former
'the results might be deplorable. But government, although
in the inquiry and while he believed they ought to have every opportunity cause I attended to the work myself.
Ambassador methods. Villa has a
in
see
use
much
the
can
aot
Now
did
he'
Btrong follow-ii'- g
ma'am.
still
to
Yes,
us
you
seems
as
continuing
to
it
the
Q.
themselves,
little
that
vindicate
likely
v
Wilson has freely transacted business
which is expected to join him In
did you pay money to others besides
Feb. 2". Turkey citizens of this country will fill
bearing.
Sofia, Bulgaria,
with
it.
tne western border state.
Mr. Campbell expressed an opinion along similar .lines while Marcos Mr. Dunne? 1 can't remember the has at last signified her rendiness to
with rascals that will entrust
Now that the threatened revolt of
QUIET IN CHIHUAHUA.
C. de Baca urged Major Llewellyn to push the inquiry so auspiciously be- names?
business
of
and
the
their
for
on
with
leadership
Bulgaria
peace
negotiate
ot Coahuila,
Governor
t'arrauza,
A. Mr. Koch I think was paid from the basis of the cession of
Passengers
arriving early today
to
set
a
clever
of
financial
affairs
gun, to the limit. Then the committee adjourned subject to the call of
Adrianople.
actually has taken form, the military from Chihuahua City report all quiet
our office.
the chairman.
solicit- logues."
The
Turkish
has
government
concluded
here
have
that
authorities
with no armed opposition to tho miliA. Gus Xoch?
It appeared to be the concensus of opinion in the committee that, the
The letter says that such concern It is
ed the good offices of Russia. The
yet too early to carry out their tary government.
The trial of AbraQ. Where did lie live, Mrs. Chap- Fiussian
New
in
York
as
hearing was at the end of its rope and that efforts to revive ii to any great
tuition
of
has
transmoney
government today
pians for any considerable reduction ham Gonzales, tho elected governor,
extent, would not prove very successful. Should such a suspicion prove man ?
to
the
is
due
occurred
mitted
to
"antiquated
the
nf tli Ampriom militnrv force on the
Bulgarian government a
A. Here in Santa Fe.
correct, the true history of the "Great oil strike" of 1910 and 1911 may
charged with sedition, is progressing
banking system" and the natural lawjMexican bol.(,el.
from Constantimessage received
SHcrctary St,mBon slowly. An attorney has been appointnever be told in full. However, future hearings are entirely up to the
Q. And what did he do to earn that
creates
Mhicli, "in every country
the
Turkish
proon
nople,!
somei,.
commlttee
wnute
Uu
containing
uB(nlm,
to defend the deposed governor,
Hon. Chairman, Major William Henry Harrison Llewellyn. Mr. Llewellyn money within your knowledge, if any.,,,,,
The cue city as the great financial center.
posals for fresh negotiations.
na ed
la,
did not mention any future meeting at the conclusion of today's hearing.
who remains in the state penitentiary.
reso- thing?
trust
of
That,
the
s
money
I
to
met
part
council
v.lgarian
been taken to prevent the entry into
today
Should there be no further hearings, these important Questions will
Alberto Madero, an uncle of the deA. If I remember rightly I think
lution declaring that it is generally Tfxa8 of
the subject.
ralding parUeB ot Mexicans, ceased president, etlll is a refugee in
rt main unanswered:
he was In Mr. Ervien's office at that
m
r
ueueveu
lomnu.e.
reuiai gumps
London, Feb. 2". Dispatches
,pm, ,f necessary some of the troops
Where is the furniture bought far the executive office with coal oil time. I am not sure of that but I
American consulate at Chihuahua,
ceived here today confirm the report rte, avert and compose panics, was now being gathered at Galveston to the
funds and what did it cost?
think he was in Mr. Ervien's office
City, passengers report.
tetter.
the
attacked
exTurkish
that
has
by
the
particularly
who
leaBt
government
from
H.
S. Lutz, and lie was
got tickets
riake up the second division at
1
Who were the destitute children
reThe Mexican Central
paid from our office
pressed willingness to surrender the Morgan & Company set forth that any temporarily will be diverted to patrol mains out of commission railway
Chiagent, A. T. & S. F?
think.
below
one
credit
of
of
fortress
by
money
withholding
Adrianople.
Did the band go to Socorro to inject oil when it bought its tickets
duty on the Texas boundary, if the reQ. And was employed in the land
Russia will not support Bulgaria's man in any market would be "prompt- ports from the American officers on huahua City, due to the activity ot
from H. S. Lutz, agent, A. T. & S, F?
commissioner's office?
mutinous volunteer troops.
flow
demand for a war indemnity
of the
from ly relieved by the automatic
How many destitute farmers wer there who got the $25 and did they
north side of the line and the
A. I think in the land commis
Minor uprisings are reported at
some
oiedit
from
foreign
Turkey.
altogether
wnY?
.,
one
,
American consuls in the border states various points to the south.
place and if so,
spend it all in
sioner's office, I am not positive of
source."
a
coal
oil
Wil.
deputy
How could Malaquias Martinez be
of Mexico show necessity for such
inspector at
that though.
GRANTS AMNESTY.
"We regret," said the letter, "that action.
lard and reside at Taos as full and comPlete co1 oil inspector, and if so,
Mexico City. Feb.
Q. Well, now, did you pay hiin THE DAY (N CONGRESS.
so
so
a
abhorrent
belief
incredible,
Mexico
Feb.
why?
Mex.,
City,
President Huerta today drafted a bill
monthly amounts of money out of the
and so harmful to the country should
How destitute were the farmers wIle jt took only $25 to assuage their coal oil funds?
in the Huerta administration granting amnesty to all
political of
e report shows there was still coin on
moment
found
a
fin
have
lodgment
SENATE.
coal
oil
whereas
the
grief,
inspector1
appears daily to wax stronger, if faith fenders, "who shall present them- A. Yes, sir, I think he was paid
inat
we
that
welcome
and
And
time,
not
on
.
debate
your
otherwise
why?
.hand
Began
appropriated, just
vf'. utural appro-- anywhere. as an
t. to te piaceu m .ne. governmeni re-- ; 8PiVPS to the authorities with'n fifteen
moiiililj-vestigation
opportunity for us to ports as to tho rapid vanishing of the
Old Uie national guard go to Alb"iuerque in an oil car at the time it
nation bill.
Q. Do you remember the amount,
days." - The measure was hurried to
of
A.
T:
the
&
S.
of
our
observa- rebel
ot those tickets from H. S. Lutz, agnt
F., and why?
Interstate commerce committee sub- srate that the extent
the republic, the chamber of deputies, which is in
throughout
the
spirit
monthly
stipend?
coal
oil
What became of the records of the
tions and experiences, there is not I lots and
inspector's office when it
A. I think it was a hundred dol- mitted report recommending changes
conspiracies against the pro extraordinary session, for quick acwas abolished, and why?
even a vestige of truth in the idea visional
in Sherman anti-trulaw.
a
month.
lars
president are still talked of tion.
Outside of absolute purity in poll,ics- was there any other motive beIn
financial
in
the
or
whole
that
part
HOUSE.
in whispers, but there is at least an
Q. And for how long did you pay
The emmissaries of Emilio Zapata
hind the investigation, and if so, why?
Began debate on general deficiency convulsion of 1007 was brought on tutward appearance of harmony be- who were said to be hiding In the
him that amount monthly?
are
or
of
of
While, admittedly, these
questions
any man
through the design
paramount importance in
till.
I couldn't
tween the leaders of the new regime. state of Morelos are here to confer
A. 1 don't remember.
connection with the coal oil probe, the public may be doomed to disap
I don't reRepublicans caucused and appoint- rren."
because
Provisional
state
President Huerta and with Huerta. They are said to bear
positively
pointment in not hearing the answer despite the assertion of Major Wilto call a caucus of
ee, a committee
Separate views were filed by Sena- Ceneral Diaz seem to be working to- instructions from their leader to arliam Henry Harrison Llewellyn, on the opening night, that he proposed to member.
te
rs
Pomerene,
Tillman,
Newlands,
Q. Can you name some other par- Republicans of the next congress to
gether to bring about general peace range terms of surrender.
investigate, no matter what the attorney general might find. Of course,
Gere and Lippltt.
the minority.
as
themselves
which both express
Seventeen Zapatistas who advanced
the major likewise stated that he expected to be governed by the wishes ty to whom you paid money here in oiganlze
Senator Newlands said he agreed
Santa Fe out of the coal oil fund?
to the edge of the federal
desiring.
district,
aidently
and desires of the balance of the comittee. Having adjourned,
' V
with file conclusions reached in the
subject to
St S X S
A. I don't remember now.
OROZCO FOR HUERTA.
eight miles from the capital, were
his call, the committee has left the fate of the situation in his hands.
Tillman
apl'laiu
Senator
JUDGE COLLINS THANKS
report.
Q. Then your best recollection is
The collapse of the revolutionary captured today and executed.
Juan
SPIESS SAID ANDREWS WAS A LIAR, TESTIFIED DUNNE.
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE.
proved the general conclusions with movements both north and south ap- Vargas, commander of the rurales,
you
To anyone familiar with the old guard methods in New Mexico politics that of the Santa Fe deputies
particular reference to the decisions pears to be Imminent.
sent this message to President Huerpaid Mr. Dunne and the other gentleduring the territorial days, the recita' of the story of his connection with man
of the supreme court, but said he was
whom you just named?
Judge Lorin C. Collins, counsel
The last adherent to the govern- ta: "I have the honor to report tho
"territorial standard oil" by Mr. Dunne, this morning, was a refreshing
Dunne during X "i.ot now prepared to say that a new ment is General Orozco, who has sent execution of seventeen bandit3 taken
A. Yes, sir, but I never understood S for Brian Born
and humorous picture of some of our recent, eminent statesmen, ranging
rational commission should be estab-- a
oil investigation
were not
were deputies.
the
in outlawyry and rebellion."
expressed
they
in scope from Hon. Charles A.
They
of
Las
telegram declaring his allegiance.
Vegas, who Mr. Dunne testiSpies,
Lshed
for the better administration of General
ofhis
oil
the
connected
that,
this
aftsrr.oon
with
Huerta replied, highly commanding
inspector's
pleasure
Emiliano Zapata, on the
had
told
him
fied,
that Andrews was a 1'ar, to the said Hon. William H.
anti-trulaw.
the
client had been permitted to (ell
althe official.
Andrews of Pennsylvania fame, whose political ethics and creeds were dis- fice.
remains
ether
hand,
obdurate,
"I am inclined to believe that we
"a complete story without inter- - S
Q. Yes, ma'am; yes ma'am. They
DENIES REPORT.
cussed at some length by the newspaperman.
though many of his chief supporters
have too many commissions now com- have come into line with the
While waiting for an appointment which Mr. Dunne said he had been did no work for the oil inspector?
new orruption" on the witness stand
Eagle Pass, Texas, Feb. 27 Gov.
'lame
of
in
A. No, sir, didn't do any work
X this morning.
The judge aalted
posed largely
Carranza of the state of Coahuila toder of things.
sacredly promised by John W. Dwight Republican whip in the house, and
the New Mexican to print the fol- - X ducks.' "
by Mr. Andrews, Mr. Dunne said he h"d found time to write a book. The the oil inspector's office. No person
VenUstiano
former day sent a messenger to the AssocCarranza,
He said:
X
in the office but myself and Mr. Mar- V lowing "card of thanks":
"Congress ought to per- gcvernor of the state of Coahuila, ac- iated Press representative at Eagle
book in question deals with "The Art of Being Happy
Although Sick "
This information Mr. Dunne made
Santa Fe, N. H., Feb. 27, 1913. X form its own functions, rather than cording to dispatches received here, Pass with this statement:
"I wish
after the hearing in talking with tinez when in town.
a member of the New Mexican staff 14 has no reference to the Old
Now, Mrs. Chap X To the Committee on Oil Inves- - X surrender them to the commissions has not succeeded in obtaining gen- emphatically to deny all reports to
Q. Yes, ma'am.
Guard
executive
St
cieated
coal
out of that
in New Mexico, however, despite the title, but is an
appointment."
by
tigation, Gentlemen:
eral support for his attitude against the effect that I am dealing with the
interesting book of man, you paid deputies
t.avel with a foreword by H. G. Wells. of London, world famous author oil fund who were located at other S In behalf of my client, Mr. X
Huerta government, and to
Huerta.
NO CHOICE IN ILLINOIS.
The book will be in print soon.
state further that I have no intentity
points than Santa Fe, did you not?
Brian Boru Dunne, and myself X
HUERTA SENDS MESSAGE.
Feb. 27. The
III..
A. Yes, sir.
At the conclusion of his testimonv. Mr. Baca asked:
Springfield.
X I desire to express my thanks X
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 27. Provision-a- ' ever of considering any sort of a comMr. Dunne, did you render
Q. Can you remember well enough X for your kindness and fonsider- - X seventh joint ballot on the long and
any s3rvlce to the territorial oil inspector's
President Huerta has sent tele- promise."
to give the committee the names of X ation of which we both have X short term senatorships resulted in
Governor Carranza said that Gento several merchants of Iaredo,
grams
Mr. Dunne: "I did, if we can believe the words
some people?
X no choice.
eral Huerta could give him no satisX been recipients.
of that ereat nnt
he
Colonel
understood
that
stating
A. I think I can, yes, sir.
'
Milton, who wrote: 'They also serve who stand and wait'"
There will be no joint balloting after Ceronimo Villareal
X
X
Sincerely yours,
had taken posses- factory explanation by what right he
f
Q. I wish you would proceed to X
Mr' Dunne'S intere8tinS testimony will be
LORIN C. COLLINS. X today until March 12 to permit leg- sion of Nuevo Laredo that he recog- claimed the presidency and that he
I?6
(Signed)
in
published
the
8
Mexican tomorrow, having been takn
do so, please?
islators to attend the Inauguration.
XXXXXX-XXSSVX3w" " uc Bv ii nv Mrs. fn.
'
nizes Villareal's force as an integral CCarranza) would stand out for the
A. Do you want me to name depNitt, an expert stenographer.
constitutional government
against
part of the border revolutionary all
The only witness before the committee
uties that were under Governor Curodds.
and that their joint enwas
movement,
Mrs.
yesterday
Chanman
Anita
u.
fon
Col. Carranza today held Piedras
u
the. clerical work under the ry or under Governor Mills?
deavor would be to restore peace to
, ....
trHtHL
..
a
Q. During the year 1910 1 think
iiiniiei.iiir m ropima
Negras, apposite Eagle Pass. There
e
office
the
was
""er
Rho
aboliahert
republic.
.
v.
mo icuuiuB ana
r"v
V.I not that resolution said, 1910.
in a Dox ana that she did
It was learned that a committee had been no fighting and there seemknow what had become nf- thom cen;ncates
A. That was during
"Governor
t arrrrillH
no immediate prospect of any.
.
I
nnv urn
l
"
Mexico City has arrived in Mon- ed
from
,n ?ne base- - Mills' administration, was it not?
:1
ment at the state capitol.
.u.
"A PEACEFUL REVOLT."
"
wnereabouts
of the records
will go by special train to a
""V"'""'
seem to be a mystery.
27. Physicians ment samples of the culture for test terey and
Q. I think it was?
Del Rio, Texas, Feb. 27. The Car-Feb.
New York
Laredo
and
between
half
way
jmint
A. Well, I can name all the depu- renresentine the federal government ing.
'"
"""
ties. Mr. Padgett of Las Vegas was conferred today with Dr. Frederick fi'.l Dr. Milton Foster, of the public Monterey to confer with a committee ln8 today in the section -- f Mexico ad
details, as follows:
in
at
ramed
the
authorities
by
present
e
noBpitai service,
this
deputy coal oil Inspector do you Friedmann, the Berlin specialist whoineaitn ana marine
Twenty-fivhunplace.
joining
TRANSCRIPT OF TESTIMONY TAK
want me to state the salary received
Tnoarinv brinsintf hl3 and Dr. John F. Anderson, director el'arge of Nuevo Laredo. It was said dred refugees from Las Vacas and
A. We had records,
yes, sir.
tnat another conference will be held from Mexican
EN BY THE COMMITTEE AP.
also?
much discussed treatment for tuber-- ! of the hygience laboratory at Wash
ranches near the borQ. Are you aware of the
POINTED TO INVESTIGATE.
,r,Ston were those who called on thf with the revolutionists in northwest- der in Del Rio waiting under the CarQ. I wish you would?
culosis.
location of the records that youpresent
ern
i'ascual
Orozco,
German
including
Mexico,
kept?
physician.
ranza men Bhall come some time toDr. Friedmann has given the govern-A. He was receiving $100 a month,
A. I am not.
Witnesses, Arthur Seligman, Cap
Jr.
and Mr. Foster of Raton was receivA. No, "sir, I have not.
day to "capture" Las Vacas. There
tain Fred Fornoff, Gus Koch and Mrs.
revolutionaries
of
tho
Recognition
is not a sign of
for resistQ. You have them not in your pos ing $50 and part of the time George
Anita Chapman called, sworn by Main Nuevo Laredo is not accepted to ance and none preparation
is expected.
of Santa Rosa, was inspector,
MeanSena
session
at
this
time?
jor Llewellyn, chairman of the comnew
mean
the
recogthat
government
while the refugees will wait on AmerQ. Well, do you know who was in- and then Mr. J. Y. Armijo was apmittee, and "placed under the rule,"
a
to
decree
nized
their
per
forty
right
ican soil.
with the exception of Captain Fred spector at Santa Fe? Oil inspector? pointed, and they were receiving, 1
cent reduction in customs duties or
GENERAL ANGELES FREED.
A. Mr. Malaquias Martinez was a think, $75 a month, and Tom Hubbell
Fornoff, who, being an officer, was altiie appointment of a new Mexican
Mexico City, Feb. 27. General Feot JUDuquerque was inspector lor that
lowed to remain in the room, and Mrs. coal oil inspector.
American
consul on the
side of the
ne receivea tz&u a month.
In the course of these sieges it was
lipe Angeles, who was recently placed
Q. And It was for him that
Anita Chapman, who was retained for
Paris, Feb. 27. The trial of the gang.
you aistrict,
r!er.
out
under arrest for his loyalty to Mad.s
hundreds
call
to
found
?
worked
necessary
all
held
Now,
this
time
who
Q.
during
that of twenty-twexamination,
auto bandits
Theso acts are being left for settle- ro, has been
of mill
released and was named
A. Yes, sir, it was.
Mrs. Anita .Chapman, having been
your answer coverB you were still Paris in terror for months ended to- - ot troops, whole squadrons
ment
conference.
at
a
The
later
port
attache to the Mexican
and dav after 21 days. A verdict of guilty tary, mounted police and practically
Q. Now, did you, do you know to here in Santa Fe and in charge
- today military
duly sworn, "testified in the main as
rein
Laredo
ot
Nuevo
the
meantime
in Belgium.
the entire force of patrolmen, who
legation
whom you paid money or to whom in the coal oil inspector's office?
follows:
was returned against eighteen of the bombarded the
ciosea to customs iramc.
bandits for many
General Juvencio Robles, has been
EXAMINATION BY MR. TOOMBS. money was paid by the coal oil inA. Yes, sir, I was In Santa Fe. Mr. prisoners on counts including mur
RAINS I M TRnnDC
hours in their sanctuaries and then)
chief of a military zone inr
appointed
Mrs.
is
what
and
Q.
Chapman,
H. H. Betts of Silver City and he got der, arson
robbery.
your spector's office?
Galveston, Texas, Feb. 27. A heavy cluding the states of Morelos, Mexico,
of the leaders of the
several
fmnd
.
W. E. Carmack of
name?
A. It was paid to all of
Four of the accused, Including gang lying dead, riddled with bullets. eeuall of wind and rain eary today Guerirro, and part of Puebla. A year
the depu- $500 a year and a
,
A. Anita J. Chapman.
$300
ties that Mr. Martinez had.
year, and Douglas three women, were round not guilty
over
Carouay, the "anarchist bandit," evept force Camp Crockett, where the ago he occupied the same post under
E. Crowell of El Paso, half of the by the Jury.
Q. You may state how you were
Q. And who was the
main
of the second army division Madero and was making
Sanat
was
condemned
he
he
deputy
when
heard
that
headway
fees that he I mean half of the
employed In the year 1910 if you ta Fe?
Among the indictments were no to Imprisonment for life, committed will mobilize.
against the rebels when he was reamount
he
he
that
collected,
please?
received
victims
A. Mr. Martinez was
The
men
2000
the
in
25
were
awake
murders,
than
fewer
camp
to
moved
differences
in
suicide in his cell
with the
owing
the oil Inprison by taking
A. I was in the oil inspector's ofspector and I was the deputy and I half of the fees; and Alex Hart of Az- being a motor driver, bank messenpresumably was passed to brace their tents, a few of which
fice.
tec received half of the fees too, half gers, freight agents, and policemen. to him which
did inspecting for Mr. Martinez.
were
blown
down.
Railroad conditions througuout the
as he left the court room.
Q. Here In Santa Fe?
of the amount, and John Owens
Major General Carter, in command republic showed some improvement
Four of the twenty-twbandits
The gang held up a number of subQ. Yes, ma'am.
Do you know to
A. Yes, sir, here In Santa Fe.
Mr.
She says half urban banks, broke into the residences were sentenced to death by the guil- cf the division, is scheduled to arrive today. A train got through from
Llewellyn:
By
whom the coal oil funds were disQ. And what were your duties?
of the amount.
of prominent people, killed the chief lotine. The condemned
men are with his staff late today. News dis- Juarez direct to Mexico City. RailA. I kept the records
and took bursed or paid to?
By' the Witness: I mean this way, of Paris detectives, set fire to build- Dieudonne, Calleni, Sou'dy and Monier patches tell of troop trains all over road officials
declare the Laredo
A.
was
oil
were
all
the
of
that
shipThey
charge
paid to the differ- you know, if he inspected
ings, and finally, when their two lead against whom a number ot murders the southwest rapidly converging on route will be opened shortly.
ped Into Santa Fe, Espanola, or Albu- ent deputies, or the deputies under
By Mr. Llewellyn: Half of the fees. era. Bonnot and Garnier. were in dan- were proved.
Galveston.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 27. Tha
Governor Curry were received half
querque for a time, Willard.
VILLA IS BUSY.
Fourteen of the others were senger of arrest, underwent two sieges
Q. Did you make a written record? of the fees of the oil Inspector and
on
(Continued
page eight).
in the environs of Paris.
tenced to long terms of Imprisonment.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 27. Francisco
(Continued on page four).
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Removal Notice

FOR NEXT WEEK

NEED "CASCARETS"

A Simple Method That Has Wonderful
Influence upon The Future Infant.
THIS IMPORTANT
BEFORE

THE WINTER

GROCERY CO.

j

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

The Perfect Baby
Of The Future

BILL

FINANCE

PAST FIFTY? YOU

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1913.

What Glasses Are to Weak
Fyes Cascarets Are To
Weak Bowel.

MEASURE

HOUSE

MOUNTED

POLICE

WILL

Ton uitirli can not bp wild for ft wonflorfnl
rwnwiy, fuiuilUr to ninny women as Mother's
Frlcni!.
It is more eloquent in Its action than all

COME

IS REPORT

FIRST
BILL

AND DISTRICT

BILL TODAY.

ATTORNEY

The fimince bill, known In the good
day8 aa the po,.k barrel, is slated
fcr jntroeliictIoii in the legislature
xt wepk accordiniI ,0 thoso who
pi.ofegg to 1now the legi8lative Ulie
...

most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else thej
The condi-- ;
suffer from constipation.
tion is perfectly natural. It is just
.as natural as it is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles are less
elastic. And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need CascaretB.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. The
This is
bowels must be kept active
important at all ages, but never so
much aa at fiftv.
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
Youth may occasionally
whip the
bowels into activity. But a lash can't
be UBed every day. What the bowels
of the old need is a gentle and natOne that can be conural tonic.
stantly used without harm. The only
such tonic is Cascarets and they cost
only 10 cents per box at any drug
store. They work while you sleep.

t

,,,

,

itA

.,.

in

to reports and
"ill probably
be referred to the
f'pance committee where it will be thp linnlth nitow prrr Inld down for tho (rul'lnno
!
motluTB.
it In tin oxtprnul
at the of
subjected to consideration
Mint Nprpmlrt itH influence iixm all tbe
uml tiiilius that nabf.nds of the members. Thereafter it
iilukoUh,
ligament
itiUs Into
lrty; they expand Kraepfnlly
will probably be reported for passage ture
without pain, without Rtraln, aii'l thin leave
the ii'imi
and in Joyful anticipation of
iu the nouaeof ail womanly ambition,
the
Friend must therefore he considered
this bill is going to be quite as as dirti-illliat
a most importnnt influence upon Ihe
VWWYWV
in portnnt a one as the county salaries chnracliT and disposition
of the future (feneraIt is a
fact that, with nausea.
tion.
t lU aIl is e"'8
cl eate even more pain, ii' rvousness und dread
haulshed. there is
an
on
stored
such
almndunre.
of healthy energy
is
admitted as to
dissension,
generally
I'l'ing into lieintt tile niftiest ideals of
however, the governor bus this ad- those !io- fondiy theorize on the rules that
tinof
the perfect baby.
coming
vantage with respect to the appropria- injure
Mothers' Friend can he had fit any druggist
1.00 a tiottle, and it Is unquestionably one
tions he can veto any suction, clause ofat those
romedies that always has a place among
ci part of the, finance bill without the cherished few in Hie medicine cubiuet.
Mother's Friend is prepared by the Bradfleld
vetoing the entire measure.
Itcgnliitor Co., i:9 Uimur Illdg., Atlanta, ja.,
'he formula of a noted family doctor.
For some reason unexplained, it has after
liook to
Wriie them fop a very Instructive
See that your druggist will
mothers.
k ng been the custom in New Mexico
you with Mother's Frieud,
supply
legislatures, to permit the finance bill
to remain until about the last piece of
a matter of speculation.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
legislation so that it generally is put
RAILROAD
CALLS
CARLSBAD
a
in
with
rush
the
closing!
through
COMMITTEE MEETS.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
FOR MORE COWS l'ours of the legislature. This prob-- j The house committee
on railroads
ably will be the case during this ses-- j net this morning for the purpose o
sion.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
-- The farmb public hearing.
These bill were disCarlsbad, X. M., Feb.
No one knows much about the pro- II. B. Xo. 33 A Two cent
cussed:
its in the Carlsbad project are so well visions of the finance bill
as yet and!
with the creamery returns
I leased
bill; II. B. Xo. 147 A three cent
some of the important branches of
Arrange-r-irnt- s
cows.
more
want
t'.iat
late bill; H. B. No. 145 Uniform
they
Phone Black
Phone Black
state
not
are
even
government
being' l'l f ipht charges; H, B. Xo. 19 Km-- i
were therefore made for
nscussed. Such matters as the bu-- ' r.lnvf
re linhititv noi A hill rpfririner
good cows. The first car of thirty reau of
immigration or a commission 1.)
cuws has just been received from
(o equip locomotives
(.ompiulies
Ct immigration, are not even heard of.
vitli electric headlights, also was
Springfield, Mo. They are all Jerseys, Likewise
is
there
little
as
heard
yet taken up. Avery Turner
and some registered.
p mie grades
Part of the shipment were springers fbout the purchase of a farm for the deul of the Pecos valley line of the
Mate prison as advocated by J. B.
ar-San a
J. K. McMann, superintend-- j
part milkers. Further shipments
the superintendent.
Nor is Mil at Fe;
ill be made in the near future. The
Helen, and W. G. Brown, freight
heard
there
a
of
talk
any
providing
end passenger agent of the Santa Fe
cieamery at Otis is gaining steadily in
alld civilized place for holding
t LI Paso were present at the hear-- j
patronage and is already on a paying ;tiecellt
women
convicts at tlie nrlson. a
basis. The shipment of butter into
ing.
Carlsbad and the project amounts to decent bathroom nor any other ad-nets of what are supposed in this
over three thousand pounds a month
to be necessary for ft SMART PIG
ai d it will require many more cows enlightened era,
prison.
home
to
the
for the creamery
supply
KNOWS WAY HOME
There is a persistent report which
market alone.
can
not
to
be
traced
apparently
any
Domestic Lump
The finest book ever gotten out for member
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
of the legislature, however.
Hagerstown, Md., Feb. 27 William
the Carlsbad project has just conu that there is to be
no appropriation C. McKee, a retired merchant, is sure
It has been prepared for the maintenance of the state
from the
police llat P'k8 llave memories and homing
fcy the Pecos Water Users association
which would effectively kill oft that instincts. Two years ago he caught
and speaks well for the committee
organization without any further leg- - a u nite i.nesier aliening pig on ins
that has had the matter in charge, islation. Likewise, there
Phone One Double O J.
is said to be farm, hauled her to this city in a box
The book is finely illustrated by new a
towards
remarkable placed her in a dark part of his buggy
tendency
cuts taken especially for this book,
and Presentel3 her t0 tlle J"nior Fil in
a
number
state
of
economy
departThe text is well written and the state-- ments now
over by Demo- company, then holding a fair.
presided
nients conservative. The printer lias cratic brethren such as
The pig became the property ol
the office of
B. Loose, president
of the
done his best and made the Look at-- , the
Samuel
traveling auditor for instance.
j
active in every way.
Hagerstown Gas Compauy, who pre
But
as
before
the
stated,
provisions
RELIABLE
sented her to Jacob Diehl, who took
The Farmers Irrigated Land com-- ; ( f Ihe bill are not known and a
1
A
large
puny of Kansas City brought in their number of them have not been formu- lier home and made her comfortable
in a box under the piano in the parlor.
first lot of prospectors
Thursday lated and are not even
being discuss-e(-i The pig thrived and when she became
night. They were given a reception
at this time, so that the finance too
big to stay in the house she was
by the Commercial club the first even-- ( bill us yet, is a hazy matter.
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING
FIXTURE WORK
The
they
following
days
ing.
werej It is said that the finance bill prob-- ; !n!aced in a nen in the vard. Several
days ago she broke out of her pen and
Carlsbad
shown over the
project.
will not come before the legis- - wandered back to her old home on the
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Nearly every one in the party was ably
veil pleased and bought, before re- ihturetwopending the final outcome of McKee farm, where Bhe was recogniz-jibsalaries measures so that.ed. Taken back to the Diehl homo
turning north. The same company v hen the big measure
atten-t!cfinally does get she again broke out and once more
undivided
ill
v
this
You Can
Have Your House
give
project
ii to the hopper, there will be
c
nothing found her way back to her first home,
from pow on and expect to bring to
impede progress thereon.
two carloads of people
AT
COST.
to
DONE
it6
from
IT
HAVE
EARTHQUAKES IN ECQUADOR.
More people will BRIDGES THE RAGE
pverv excursion,
AT THIS SESSION
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Feb. 27. Vio
riake the Carlsbad project.
lent
earthquakes occurred last night
in
life
saw
all
never
a
"I
my
such
Percolators , Grills,
The Carlsbad city park wag ; emem-Phone 223 J.
,, iiu i.uenca, Ambato, and Ercamboa
Bllid
demand
for
a
Etc.
bridges,"
the
in
,
i500
nil
ilnimtlt.il
t)f
tit1
.7
lib
w
Irons,
1...4
v.
the other day. "The house AO serious uaumge wa uuue, uui iuo
Will of It. A, Houser. This money lias legislator
the
stricken
inhabitants
passed
panic
two
l'Bs
dozen
bills
for
nearly
bridges remainder of the night in the street.
t,ftw heen m.id over to the city. W. W.
at Lincoln. III. who is here embodying nearly half a million dol
lmbini' nfter the nroDerty of his d lars in appropriations." The state- TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
ceaser brother, is glad that the money ment is true. There are more bridge Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
in the house at this session than
can be used to further improve the bills
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
any other session in the his- it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigH.
probably
where
town
in
the
little
neat
park
of his best tory of New Mexico. Bridges are ask- nature is on each box. 25c.
A Houser spent many
eci for such streams as the Rio Puerco
years. The bequest is appreciated west of
Albuquerque, which has an
of the
friends
the
many
by
highly
in UTjxruTjmnjuuuuumruuxrin
A PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
of changing its channel
habit
EDAM
unhappy
Houser
s
family.
IA
AriNew
most
all points in
Mexico,
any season of
cool v ithout notice at
The weather has continued
the year. There are bridges across
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
and conditions are Ideal for the peach ti e Rio Grande and
bridges across
a
for
peach
outlok
big
The
thence.
to
Torrance
CENTRAL
grower.
the Pecos and bridge across the ar-- ;
time.
this
at
ciod is most promising
os, acequias, ditches and barren;
'i is not likely that much Bmudglng toy
s: nds.
The appropriations range!
vail be needed, though the growers from $5(100 to $30,000 and were all
the
have their tanks full of oil ready for 1
ridge bills passed, it would prob-- j
commission
The
ary emergency.
rl ly be necessary for the state to issue
fhms in the east are anxious to handle another set of bonds to pay for the im-and
the peach crop in the project
rcovements proposed.
will have representatives on the SENATE HAS TWO
to arrange
near
future
in
the
pound
IMPORTANT BILLS UP.
for handling of the croj,.
The senate has for its special order
for this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, the
f ill to abolish the state police and
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
the bill fixing the salaries of the dis-- j
iliict
attorneys. These two highly im- MONTEZUMA.
bills have been passed from
portant
Tucumcari.
For Rates and Full Information Address
C. H. Aldredge,
to day in the senate, being made
tiny
J. 13. Reynolds, Santa Fe.
special order, several times but each
F- - & p'
Dr. L. F. Murray, City.
time being shunted ahead to some fu-- ;
paso,
Max. Herstein, Albuquerque.
tore session. It is reported that re- C. C. Maddy, Oklahoma City.
of the Republican
j cated caucuses
V. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
n embers of the senate, have failed to
David Farr, Albuquerque.
on these
NEXT SALAD
Thomas B. Evans, Cincinnati, Ohio. Iring about an agreement
two bills and that despite the efforts
E. E. Veeder, Las Vegas.
of Republican leaders, no action has
J. T. Scott, Las Vegas.
It Is Simply Delicious!
been possible. Whether or not the
.lans Warner, Albuquerque.
I ills will be passed this afternoon is
Mrs. V. M. Ciore, Lamy.
J4 ib Cans, 20c
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Mrs. F. E. Summers, San Marcia.1.
Mrs. U W. Gilbert, La Junta.
BE
CURED
CANNOT
1
DEAFNESS
lb. Cans, 35c
'The West Point of the Southwest.
.1. A. Bobb, El Paso.
local applications, as they cannot
by
R. L. Cock, Kansas City.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Ranked as "Distinguished
S. B. Kelly, Chicago.
There is only one way to cure deafC. R. Bosworth, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Institution " by the U S.
ness, and that is by constitutional
Willard.
Fred
Chavez,
FULL LINE OF LENTEN
War Department.
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
John Sullivan, City.
mucous
of
the
condition
inflamed
Located in the beautiful Pecos
EUROPEAN.
When
of the Eustachian Tube.
Valley S.TOO feetubore sea level,
Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
S. A. Hutchinson, Velarde.
sunshine every dar. Ooen air
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-- j
Horace Harper, El Paso.
work throughout the entire sesCanned Fish, Cheese, Etc.
ling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
E. A. Whitaker, Alamosa.
sion. Conditions for physical
j
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
F. M. Thompson, Espanola.
and mental development are
the result, and unless the inflamma- S. J. McLaren, Clifton, Arizona.
lDEAL,such asctfnnotoe found
Fourelsewhere in America.
tion can be taken out and this tube re- M. J. Florence, Los Angeles.
teen officers and instructors, all
to its normal condition, hear-stored
R.
F.
Moran, Kansas City.
graduates from standard Eastwill be destroyed forever; nine
E. S. Moore, Denver.
ing
ern colleges.
Ten buildings
leases out of ten are ca.sed by Ca- H. J. Mendenhall, Amarillo, Texas.
modem in every respect.
O. A. Edmiston and wife, Denver.
tarrh, which is nothing but an in- .T. F. Curns
Regents
flamed condition of the mucous sur- E. A. CAHOON. President.
K.
J. M. Hartley, Espanola.
faces.
J. E. RHEA,
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
any case of Deafness (caused by
JOHN W. POa, Secretary.
iN'ebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. &
N". W. Ry.Co., recommends
Arrh) that cannot be cured by
W. A. F1NLAY.
y
Foley
Pills and says:
"I have used Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirFor particulars and Illustrated
Foley and Kidney Pills with very satis- culars, free.
address,
P. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
factory results and endorse their use
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
COL JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
for any one afflicted with kidney
Take Hall's Family Pills tor
trouble.
For
They are all right"
lnnAniutnnuinAruuuiniinnaflii.
sale by all druggists.

Efi GROCERY CO.

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

tiie house according

t

care-fre-

-

Motlu-i-'-

YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED"
FROM

WH EN YOU BUY YOUR

HARDWARE
WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR

US.

GOODS.

WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY

THE

FIRST

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

WOOD DAVIS

HARDWARE

--

!.

!'

Phone U.

Hardware We

If IU

COMPANY.

Have--

'l

aUond

r.--

LEO HERSCH

45

g

ship-p-ii-

45

vice-pres-

oal

LIGHT

j

Wood

SAWED WOOD

N THESE DAYS

OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

j'

DAWSON COAL

1

" BUY IT OF CRICHT0N."

.

-

i

POWER

1

1)

.

fl

THE

O

OrAHllO, ELECTRICIAN,
and

N'

e

Wired While

i

j

iron ready to use, your toasted
the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night" Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.
ready for

j

L

J

;,i

naw.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
CANT

rltUlH dAll

lC

p

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Modern GroceryCo.

fflor

Best

j

West

Route

EUGENE FOX,

el

CAN!

Juna Fish

texas.

j

FOR YOUR

NEW

MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

Wood

HLREEsTfl

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

Fresh Fish,

,

Oysters,
C. Meats

:

'"

Kid-rie-

BARTELDES-

s
E
E

Modern GroceryCo.

cata-ogu-

h

-

"Fixit Shop"

Western Seeds
For Western Planters
Once used Alway s used, It not
at. your deuler, we will supply you
direct.

Our

1913

OUR SPECIALTY DKY PAKM
NO SEEDS.

S

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box

1804,

MARCH

UPHOLSTERING

Dates of Sale, Feb. 26th, 27th, 28th
and March 1st,
Return Limit, March 10th, Hll.

Bj

For particulars call on any
Santa Fe Agent.

At, Saitt

SPECIALTIES

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J

Our

4, 1913.

Return Journey Must Be Completed
March 10th, 1913,'

and

Furniture
Crating
Is
Specialty, and We

$67.05

It. S. LUTZ,

LOCK, KEY

128

INAUGURATION

TRIP RATE,

GUNS, BICYCLE,

Dept. 4, DENVER, UO

WASHINGTON.D.C.

ROUND

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

Catalogue Free,

D

lln-lin-

i

LI

oal

CALIFORNIA

j

a

TRY

A

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

Fe, N.M.

Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hesitate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS

Neatly and Cheaply Done.

J.F. RHOADS
::
Telephoned

W.

SANTA FE. N.M.

I04 GALISTEO

ST.

costa but a tew.
and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Ifesfeasj
,
Try ons.
A

,.

utue want ad

cent

;.

"6i6i
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'lz AavnuaaJ 'Avasunm

are reAmerican Bar association,
ported si 111 to be under considera
the mos 1
tion bv the President-elect- ,
reliable information obtainable today
lent,'
of con- is that James
Mcfleynolds, of ev stuntliattorture
wiuil aleej,Ieb.s myitis oC
York, will he Hie new attorney
terrible nitony itch itch neb, con- 27
Ulllil il
The
). ,('., Jb.
lane
uial l mii.-tr
Washington,
.
tear offitcn,
my very skin then
comes from
Confirmation
every
pleas of union labor for representation
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
in the president's cabinet,
el
lias selet. am lit'ii
may be aide that the president-elec- t
i
JIM- ITIOIIH Ol
riB'
ted William J n
iui MUi'1,11)
recognized in the selection of
fhxr
scrililiolliny
for Krxpnm slm,.,rl u.lj.l'.
liljail
William B. Wilson, of Penn rtate William Cr. McAdoo for serif- itch instmiUy: yes. the very moment
M"". l01'"
i1'1!',1!1
T
,,Vil'S
sylvania, to be secretary of the newly tary of the treasury; Josephns Daniels i ;
e
This! for secretary of the navy, and licprn-- ,
created department of labor.
D.Ji.n. lma been 'known for years as
reliable' .i ?,ram
information alonK with other reliable sentative Albert Burleson, of Texas, lhv J1"1';
i;s"l"tely
remedy, lor it washes iiwnv tie
advices came to the political leaders nor postmaster general.
Reims ami leaves the skin as c lear an l T
at the capitol today direct from TrenThe name of Louis I). Braudeis is e',V,hyns
of, " cl,liklUriiKKiHtM have DDR Pre- ton.
sli,ll known to be uupermost
in Mr. serijitlon bo to them it yon can t come 1
to as but don't accejit some h.ig j.rolitlj
Representative Wilson has been en- Wilson's mind for secretary of com-- ' KMllSlthlltP
dorsed by the American Federation of merce, as Ihe post now held by Mr'
,.
c,,, ,r vn rmf, f ,,'.
ed hereaf so certnln nf what D.n.H. wll' do for you
Labor, and was at one time secretary Nagel probably will be
oner
a
we
on
that
yr,u
tull sie iottle
of the United Mine Workers of
If vivi do not Unci that
this
erica.
it takes away the licit AT ONCE, U
costs you not a cent.
From the same sources it was
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
RULE OF REASON
that William C. Redfield. of
might be a member of the cabi- DECISION
IS
tire "reasonable" restraints of trade.1
net. For what portfolio he is being
. ATTACKED The committee recommends new laws;
considered was not divulged, but it is
to define exactly what combinations!
holds
known that the president-elec- t
r.re unlawful; also a federal interstate
the highest regard for Mr. Redlield's
Washington, I). C, Feb. 2,. 1hel w, ,,m u
IUVVKI
11IJ
ijuii v. win iiiinnLuu,
views on the tariff and has for some senate interstate commerce commispass on
time hoped to have him as one of his sion presented a report today- - vigor-- ! to supervise corporations,
and tane over die work
close advisers.
court a comuinauons,
iously attacking the supreme
(f dissolving illegal corporations. The
About, the future of three portfolios "rule of reason," in decisions on cases
report was written by Senator Cum-agriculture, interior, and war little charging restraint of trade under the :nins.
is known, and it is hinted that they Sherman law.
"The people of this country will not'
The report points out the dangers
will be filled by men whose names!
the courts to declare a policy!
permit
have not been generally mentionei of 'uncontrolled and uiiguided judic-- j lor them in
respect to this subject,'
lal discretion" and makes
heretofore.
emphatic! bays the report,
of the
Though William A. tilasgow, a Phil demand for an amendment
it is inconceivable that in a coun
adelpliia lawyer.and Kdgar Farrar, of! Sherman law to remove from the
by written constitution!,
Xew Orleans, former president of the' courts the. power to determine what iry governed
statute laws, courts can he ner-- !
mitted to test each restraint of trade!
by the economic standard which in-- !
dividual members of the court may
happen to approve."
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From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.

Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by
intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain. Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands
of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
From Mrs. IIEXKY II K A VI LI X, Cadiz, Ohio.
Fort Worth, Texas.

"I

have taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and derived great henelit from its use. It carried me
safely through the Change of Life when I was in had health. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very had. I had tried other
remedies and doctors, hut did not improve until I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
I took the Compound and I have had no ret urn of mv old
complaints
I always praise your remedies to weak women.'"
Mrs. Hknry
R.
F.
Xo.
1).
Ohio.
5, Cadiz,
Heavilin,

From Mrs. EDWARD B. HILBEUT, Fleetwood, Pa.
Fleetwood, Pa." During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
be around at all. I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and
nervous that I had no rest at night. The flashes of heat were so bad
sometimes that I did not know Avhat to do.
"One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. I am very
thankful that I followed my friend's advice, and I shall recommend it
as long as I live. Before I took the Compound I was always sickly
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. Vou may
publish my letter." Mrs. Edward B. IIilbkrt, Fleetwood, Pa.
From Mrs. F. P. MULLEX1JORK, Munford, Ala.
Munford, Ala. " I was so weak and nervous while passing through
the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail
rublier on all the gates for I could not stand to have a gate slam.
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Denver, Colorade Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINK TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

JI

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc , call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
J
jl Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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ISN'T HE
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ENGINEER SAYS
PANAMA CANAL
IS DAMAGED

By Llvy S. Richard.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Feb. 27. Among
the tasks of our time is to find men
learned in the law, and yet fit to be
judges.
The other day, James K. Gorman,
night court magistrate hpre, and a
leader in wholesome things, discharged a man brought in for- - theft die
I
charged him with some comments
"I also had backache and a fullness in my stomach. I noticed that
bench.
come
from
as
ch
seldom
the
adh,.
h
was
rmkiiains vegetable compound
.Lyaia
The case was this:
vertised for such cases and I sent and got a bottle.
so much good that I kept on taking it and
did
me
It
John Culebra, a
Italian,
found it to be all you claim. I recommend it to
tidily from undernourishment, works
all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Ml llkn-douin the kitchen of Giinbel's department
Munford, Ala.
store. He was caught with some bits
of food hidden in his blouse.
JteWrite to LYDIA E. PINK HAM MEDICINE CO.
L-- V
The store detective haled him to
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.,foradvice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
court with a message from the store
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
superintendent, asking that an exam
pie be made.
An example was made.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE said return day.
Rut not the kind invited.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISat
Done in open court
Santa Fe,
Gorman saw that the Italian,
Judge
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico, this 5th day of February,
and stunted,
had a
starved
though
The United States of America,
A. D 1913.
Madonna-likface with no
a
face,
Plaintiff,
WM. H. POPE,
markR of crime.
His sympathies
No. 218.
vs.
JUDGE JAMES E. GORMAN.
Judge, were excited. He did some quizzing.
(Seal)
Robert Caldwell & John King,
A true copy,
"How old are you?"
of labor
Defendants.
supposed that employers
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
"Twenty-six.- "
would drive wages so low as to force
It appearing from the complaint in
"Married?"
an industrious, steady worker like
the above entitled cause that the same
When Burton Holmes recently gave
"Yes."
this Italian to choose between comis commenced for the purpose of re- - is celebrated
travelogue on "Panama"
"Any children?"
mitting a technical crime or seeing
moving a cloud upon the title to real a i orchestra Hall, Chicago, he was
"Three."
hia family hunger.
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
"What hours do you work?"
by continual
"I discharged Culebra. of course.
title of plaintiff to. certain landB seriously ofinterrupted
"From 8 a. m. to 5 '30 p. m."
the audience. ' No one
within the district of New Mexico, coughing
And I say that a property right, to
do
"What
if
the
with
and
they pay you?"
people
be entitled to respect, ought to come
and that the defendants, Robert Cald- annoys willingly
"Six dollars a week."
colds, hoarseness and tickling
well and John King, are not inhabi- coughs,
to
I
the magistrate afterward into court with clean hands."
in throat would use Foley's Honey and
spoke
tants of and cannot be found within
"But suppose," I asked, "you were
could quickly bout this case.
Tar
Compound,
they
the district of New Mexico as shown cure their
"Now, there was an example of on a bench of high jurisdiction and acolds and avoid
and
coughs
by the return of the marshal of the this annoyance,
what judges dally have to face," he 'case came up like, say, a workingFor sale by all
district of New Mexico, made on the
said. "The breach of law in the theft men's compensation case, in which
16th day of January, 1913, and that
of those victuals was undeniable. The while justice was clearly on one side,
said defendants have not voluntarily
property right called for exemplary the letter of the law was on the other.
It will not pay you to waste your punishment,
appeared in this cause; now on moHow would you apply your rule?"
tion of plaintiff it is ordered by the time writing out your legal forme
Though the
"Without deviation.
"But there is one law which is sucourt that the said defendants and when you can get them already print- preme over statute law. It is the law highest court had held the inhuman
each of them, do plead, answer or de- ed at the New Mexican Printing com ci humanity. The makers of the stat- view, I should never refuse to decide
mur in this cauBe by the 7th day of pay.
ute against theft never for a moment for humanity.''
April, A. D 1913.
It Is further ordered that a certified copy of this order under the seal
KfMlient AkyourlrufflAtf"r
of this court be published in the
'M'elie-tr'IHammid TtrnndV
lZm"M
Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily news''fs, lt with Cue RK'bon. V
paper published within the district of
i.i
"3 lirunitlmU Ask for II
I
.TFH S
New Mexico, once a week for six conlIAJ,TNI IIKAMt lILI. W5
years known as Bt, Salest, Always Relianlt
secutive weeks, the last publication
SOLD By iWiGISTS EVEBVHIHWt
to be made at least one week before

f

pale-face-

k,

j

e

j
j

C. 1?. l.ingo, formerly a construction
engineer on Ihe Panama canal and
now a lPShlent of Dona Ana county,
M., at Kt. Selden reservation, is in
Santa Pe today on business.
"Although I have quit the canal
slill get letters from my
I'l lends there.
I
recently had a let-- :
tc l from the constructing engineer in
i lie central
division and he said that
(he recent slides reported in Culebra
lu. ve greatly damaged the canal and
v ill delay the opening although
the
tumble is not of a permanent nature.
'I lie men,
as a rule, have plenty of
time to escape from these slides because it takes several hours to create such an upheaval. That explains
the small loss of life in Ihe big ditch.
One who has never seen the canal
not appreciate what it means. It
is the greatest engineering feat of
the world. It makes you proud to be
an American citizen."
1

I I

Merchants Want
Your Good Will.

A QUEER JUDGE?

Magistrate Discharges a Man Who Stole Food From His Employer Because the Employer Wouldn't Pay Him Enough to Keep His Family
From Starving.

1 1 1

The reputation of every merchant depends on the good will
The real merchant sees that everything he
of his customers.
advertises is exactly as it is represented to be. In this way he
establishes confidence in his 6tore, his goods, and his advertisements, and increases his business steadily and surely.
He know that no woman will return to his store If she does
not get right treatment, whether In the quality of the goods
or the service of the store.
And her influence goes further, for she can tell her friends.
Read the advertisements in THE NEW MEXICAN closely
and constantly evey day. They contain timely announcements
of the merchants who have the confidence and good will of the
city.
They are ready to serve you with the best of everything at
the lowest price for which it can be sold. You will be sure of
absolute satisfaction when you trade with them.

ment of education is anxious, ready
u,m
"
) '
every pusiuit; w ii,y m iiuip iu mnv- duce industrial education into every
school in the state, for out of this
movement will come the development
of our state, the uplifting of the home
ideal, the rearing of finer and stronger men and women into freer and fuller lives of usefulness and happiness."

Gurule, of La Jara, N. M, who, on
10, 1910, made Homestead Entry
Section 16.
No. 013C18, for SW
Townish 22 N., Range 1 W N. M. P.
has filed notice of intenMeridian,
tion to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Charles W. Holman,
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Ri.nerintendent J. V. Conway has
from
receive dthe following letter
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Miss Marette A. Myers, director of .Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb-Industrial Education:
ruary 1, 1913.
"Your county exhibit held in Sanla
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Fe last week was a revelation to me.
Vou are certainly the motor power
in your county and are gullding your
teachers with a wisdom and foreis interested ana snouia Know
nhnut the wonderful
thought which can only result in suc
i MARVEL Whirling
Spray
cess.
The new Vaginal 5yrlna.
"The teachers deserve
special
Best most convenient. tZ
cleanses instantly.
credit for their faithfulness, their
vour tfruKKistfor It.
loyal support, their interest and their Ask
he cannot supply the
enthusiasm. They are certainly the IfMARVEL,
arxept no other?
for illustrated
bravest band of workers I have ever but set;dtamD
boo- k- nealcd. It Hives full nattlcu- met.
lars andrlirecUons (..valuable to ladies.
i
W'c want you to feelthat the depart- - MlRyu.ca..44tasi2w:ii.-e.t-

as witnesses:'
Claimant names
Duran,
Nicolas
Gutierrez, Trinidad
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, .'
Register.

EXHIBIT PRAISED
BV MISS MEYERS

';

Every Woman

June

15, 1913.

F, E. Walling, a farmer living near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
says: "I have been advised by my
f.unlly doctor to use Foley Honey and
Tar Compound for my children wnen
there was a cough medicine needed.
It always gives the best of satisfaction
and I recommend it to others." For,
sale by all druggists.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

.3jV

DISTINCTLY THE SEASON S SOCIAL AMD DRAMATIC EVENT

s

ELK'S THEATRE, FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 28, 1913.

The Climax of
Efficiency

United Play Co., Inc., Presents the Distinguished Artiste,

in the billing and tabulating typewriter is attained

the

Tabulator

Set Key

c

i.- -j

jupjjui ieu

This single key sets the
Decimal labulator Stops
for ever variety of billing,

form and tabular work.
Vnii simnlv move the
carnage, to the desired

"KIHDLIHG"

Sarah Padden

through the latest Remington development

u rvuiiijjicic
d. nei
uy

ChaJles

.

i

Original Cast In

Great Play of Hope,
Happiness and Love

Kenyon's

Sited

noints on the oaoer and at
each point strike the set key
an
that... "ill
-HanH sp.rtino"s
IJ
taut ic
are elim
avoided; all complications
inatfA
Thf. SKttinO- of the StODS

ana
simple as the operation of the
Tabulator itself.
The Set Key completes the work
of bringing every act in the operation of the Tabulator within the
compass of the keyboard. It makes
the operation of the Billing and
Tabulating Remington as easy and
as simole as ordinary typewriting.

as nmr.K

R emington
Typewriter
Visible Models 10 and

11

Ir
4

""ft

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

1645 Champa St., Denver, Colorado.

f

il

Send for our illustrated booklet describing the new
nd exclusive features of the

44

Kindling"'

is a great play, ably
MOUNTAIN

Vital Play of Laughs and Tears."
DENVER

44

and

effect.-DENV-

ER

POST.

.
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SARAH PADDEN

REPUBLICAN.

Miss Padden has a rich, powerful
voice which she uses with judgment

A

)tj

11

NEWS.

IF YOU EXPECT!
I
npnpR isinw

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.

Tf

nw ccatc

44

Miss Padden, an exceedingly lovely
young woman, brings to her work
a very fine and delicate conception
ot a vely d ,mcuI1 Pari'
utwtK

HMCi.

J
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FIRMNESS SEEN
IN STOCKS

"BILLY"

IS

EVANS

American league ball players be-- i
ware.
Don't pump Into Umpire Billy Evans
1oo hard, or he may resort to some-- i
thing more strenuous than a fine or
expulsion from the same because
Vmpire Evans, in addition to being
iible to run a game to the satisfaction
of Czar Ban Johnson, has been found
to be the "perfect physical man."
That Kvnns "will scrap-- ' was set'
iled to tho satisfaction of baseball
rowdies in Clevi land three years ago.
Years as a foothill player, with tin.
tmishlng touch at Cornell, proved he
l.ad a splendid constitution; and that
he knows how to "usa his m'.t's'
Evans has shown by his boxing
matches with Featherweight Cham
j.ion Johnny Kilbane, with whom he
boxes almost daily in the winter.
Now Evans is pronounced physic
ally perfect by a man who has search
ed for years for the ideal man. lien'
is what J. V. Stapleton, physical di
rector of the Clevleund Athle'k" i Kib i
lias to say coneernlns Evai.3.

PHYSICAL

PERFECT

A

MAN.

GEN. HUERTA SEEKS
OFFICIAL RECOGNITION
FROM UNITED STATES.

(Continued from page one).

HEfOfiT

5ft am.

body of General Bernardo Reyes, the
first victim of the Diaz revolution, will
be brought from an outlying cemetery

New York, Feb. 27. The stock market sustained the strength showed
yesterday, although a higher range of
prices was established the movement
was fitful and irregular. Various
stocks responded strongly to special
influences but the general market succumbed at intervals to spasmodic
Investment buying was a
selling.
factor in strengthening stocks which
ordinarily moved conservatively and
there was a steady absorption of
the newer industrials which recently
have gone through a severe price adjustment.

liclent to win her way and obtain the
consent of the courts to marry the
man of her choice, who for fifty years
had been her sweetheart. She is dead
at her home today, after being a

biide but five days.
Relatives opposed the aged woman's
desire to marry Pleasantino Leon.
i.he fought them In the courts, obtain
ed the dismissal of her niece as guar
dian, and established her competency
ur do as she chose, but shortly after
her marriage, she collapsed. Her
death has prostrated hor husband,
who is 82.
The death certificate gives Mrs.
Leon's age as 78, but in the action
brought by her guardian, it was stated
to be 105.

WILLIAM FARAH

27, 1913.

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
Schlltz
Lemps
BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

with miliand will be given
tary honors.
'A
If the chamber of deputies accepts . Bonds were steady.
News that the dividend back of
of its finance
the recommendation
committee an immediate "peace" ap the preferred stock would pay off at i MUSICAL EDITOR
55San Francisco Street. 'I
FOUND CUILTYi
propriation considerably in excess oi today's meeting of the directors, cansthe 100,000,000 pesos asked for by ed a h"avy demand for the shares and
OF CONSPIRACY
Can sold
Madero, will be authorized by a bond they advanced materially.
is sue.
at 3H
against 35
ford today. The annual rugby tama
yesterday's
close, and 311-2- , the lowest of the
Joliet, II., Feb. 27. William
RIOTS EXPECTED.
between the two universities la .(ha
of New York, editor of the MusiTe preferred brought 126
Advices received here today
Bay
"big
game" of the Pacific coast, as
:
I
that as yet the state congress has not or 3 Points above yesterday's final and cal Courier Extra, was found guilty to- the Harvard-Yal- e
football game is
7.
8 points over the week's lowest.
busito
of
the
a
conspiracy
injure
day
governor.
appointed
provisional
game" of the east.
Incri-asewas
firmness
on
V.
shown
ness
of
J.
Steger, piano luanuMaytorena's refusal to comply with
A breach opened last fall when
ihe senate's renuest that he reslun the entire list.
f.icturer. The jury fixed the punish- - there was
dispute over an argreement
'r.w.iif
at tmrt tinare ImnrleAiimAnt and
made the naming of a substitute un
The market closed strong,
providing for the appointment of refconstitutional.
far
the
n
a
fine
of
best
$2000.
of
manifestation
probably
By
Pesquiera
erees and an umpire in the rugby
will be named governor.
day of recurring upward movement
Steger complained of the nature of game, widened into the open rupturein
was
were
las'
'occurred
the hist hour,
Serious rioting
articles relating to him which
expected
It is believed, however, that
Sev nil stocks which had been pnnnsliea ny uepparu. renaing aecis- - a(0jay
night at Herniottilla, the state capital
new agreement, removing present
However, only a few street encoun swayed by intermittent pressure took ion of motion for a new trial, Geppafdj causeg 0 friction, will be drafted
tors between mutinous volunteers and the lead In a vigorous advance.
was admitted to bail.
shortly and ratified by the associated
Most ol
federal regulars occurred.
St. Paul,
Reading, Union Pacific,
students of both universities.
i By J. 1'.
Siapleton).
Canadian
Pacific
the stale troops and
and
Lehigh Valley,
VARSITIES ON COAST
Main
Steel
were
to
the hills. Many
have escaped
large demand and there!
SEVER ATHLETIC TIES
By the study of ihe measurement:)
dero supporters, suddenly panic Btric-ke- were advances ranging up to six
Stanford University, Cal., Feb. 27.
of several thousand men i'cpres.;niii g
i Athletic
of industrials.
and In fear of violence or impris- points in
relations between Stanford
the "American type" and a tlicu "M.gh
Pro lit taking in the Can stocks University and the University of Call- onment are hurrying to the border or
research into the methods used by
smarted a reaction and Reading and fornia were formally severed by Stan- to small towns and ranches.
the Greeks and Romans in ascei'Hiiu-inFronteras, a town below this point Union Pacific fell below yesterdays
the measurements of the id!al
which volunteers took by assault yes close.
human body, I decided five years ag;i,
Friday Evening, Feb. 28th
was reoccupied today by regu
Spirited buying of local traction
terday,
on a scale of measurements which
lar federal troops. The mutineers; slock;; and bonds brought out a re.
nould make the ideal man.
port that the tangle in the subway
took to the hills,
First Appearance Here of the
While the proportions were math
negotiations would soon be adjusted.
TROOPS WITHDRAWN.
I
to
never
popular American urav
ematically perfect,
hoped
Austin, Texas, Feb. 27. Wtihdrawal
matic Star
see the living ideal. But V. G. Evans,
of the four companies of Texas Na
American league umpire, conforms to
ENGLAND
WILL
tioual guardsmen from Brownsville,
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
that ideal in perfect proportions.
was ordered by Governor Colquitt toREPLY TO KNOX
The Incentive to imitate life in
October'! chilly daya auggeat aomethlDi
to
were
sent
These
troops
day.
the lunar man.
irarm forreadv.
fculpture came through the Greek adBrownsville two days ago, erroneous
Wm'nt
D.
Feb.
27. The
miration for tho athlete, but in their
AVashington,
C,
hot chocolate made from
We're
serving
reports having been spread in official aim of the British
cooice proauci ; notea ror.
efforts to reach perfection they disgovernment in preTexas dispatches that Americans were
It purity, excellence and
a rejoinder
to Secretary
deliclouaneia of flavor.
regarded the true normal proportions
Mexican rebels in that senting
threatened by
"
Knox's
know
last
note
of any other atore
We
don't
the
,o tho human body.
right
asserting
section.
cf the United States to exempt its
chocolate too
that mttm Cjgyfir
They selected as models the arms,
CONFERENCE POSTPONED.
'a different at OURS
coastwise
It
from
of
perhapa.
eipenalre,
shipping
as
of
payment
etc.,
many
27.
neck,
legs, trunks,
The peace
Laredo, Texas, Feb.
tnera'a nothing too good for our patront.
different athletes and modeled the
conference betkeen Huerta emissar--ie- tolls in the Panama canal, before the
A PIPING HOT
of
retirement
the
administrapresent
whole into a statue, representing not
and Nuevo Laredo rebel authoriCUPFUL FOR.
is
to
understood
be
influenced by
Supported by Her Original Cast in
ihe ideal normal body, but the arltst's
ties scheduled for today was post- tion,
Serred with dainty, erltp mekera.
to escape the intimation
the
desire
the United Play Company's Cort
Ideal athlete.
until
poned
tonight.
HUYLER'S alwayafraeh. If you're
that it wishes to deal with the incomTheatre Production,
The measurements of the ideal man
GONZALES IN DANGER.
ut of 'be city, we'll expreas it to you.
Democratic administration.
cannot be taken from the athlete, be27 A tele- ing
D.
Feb.
Washington,
C,
'BILLY" EVANS AND HIS "PERFECT" MEASUREMENTS.
Therefore the next note now in
cause the highly developed athlete is
gram appealing for protection for Aband likely to be delivered
pieparation
have
abnormal, and of course the Ideal man
stories
baseball
of
civil
32
His
raham
the
two years.
Gonzales,
governor
Again, the waist measures
must be normal.
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, was re bv Ambassador Bryce to Secretary
the ninth rib 36, and the chest, r; ade him famous to newspaper
inches,
Evans is normal and perfectly proceived today by Senator Fall, of New Knox in" the course of a day or two PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
40 inches.
Here we find theleis.
of
an will be In the line of development, in
director
Mexico, from J. G. Follansbee,
portioned.
F.
J.
physical
same consistent progression.
Stapleton,
With Imported Magneto.
a logical way of the initial British con- Take note of his arm measure-rients- .
American
inter
been
has
having
Athletic
Cleveland
club,
property
n
large
Ihe
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HIGH CLASS GARMENTS

Noted for their Honest Wear, Correct Fit and Neatness of Style. Guaranteed not to Rust, Break or Tear
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N. B.
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THOROUGH WORK.

Pasquale Yannl, shoemaker, College
St Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
I gave a public testimonial in
praise
ol Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of pain in my
back, caused by disordered kidneys.
Work obliges nie to sit down a good
deal and this weakened my kidneys,
While at work I
causing backache.
suffered more intensely than at any
other time and I was very anxious to
find a remedy that would relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
procured a box anA to my delight,
they soon fixed me up in good shape.
During the past seven years I have
had no need of kidney medicine."
For sale by ail dealers.
Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United
Slates.
name Doan's and
Ilemember tb
take no other.

r

66-6-

I

of

BONDS.

J.

:

27.

How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Freedom From Kidney Troubles.
If you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan's Kidney Pills have been tested by thousands.
Santa Fe people can testify.
Can you ask more convincing proof

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

REAL ESTATE

STRETCH.

The
Suffrage hikers started
on the home stretch for the national
of rain.
capital today In a down-pou- r
It was still raining when they passed
through Muirkirk, three miles from
Laurel, ad "Lieutenant" Phoebe Hawn
was reported to have discarded her
footwear and was plodding through
the mud and water barefooted.
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INSURANCE

Md., Feb.

Laurel,

B. LAMY, Vice - President.

J.

125 Palace Ave

fr''

Your Patronage Solicited
LAUGHUN, President.

We are showing PRETTY LACES and EMBROIDERIES and
New Ginghams and Dainty Wash Goods for Dresses.

v,

a General Banking Business

. Does

NOW

W. LINDKARDT

t

The New Mex- Hearing Postponed
Central foreclosure suit was set
Feljniarv 2n B0 ,ilat the final arguthe ref
ilwnri
lee, Judge L. C. Collins, but by agree
ment of attorneys the date was postponed to March 17. The attorneys
this were Judge N. It.
agreed, to
... ,.,,,.
,
,,who ,,.
uBim ..icoo.n.
l.iuiglllin, juuge Ji. ji.
Catron and Catron, E. W. Dobson and
N. B. Fold, of Albuquerque, and John
Receiver C.
js?. Wcmlt, of Piltsburg.
C. Murray also agreed to the post-- i
Most of the attorneys
lionement.
'c:ne here to appear before the ref-- ;
wee and discuss the. matter.
Try our Egg Malted Milk at our
eggs,
fountain.
Only strictly fresh
Mcori
' a uuHnlff meal in one drinK.
c
n
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery.;
Packages and messages delivered to:
any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy
any second, and minute in the day
Our motto: "Prompt service and safe.
Olllee 211 Palace Ave
delivery"
Phone 203 J.
..
Rev. William E. Danforth, rector of
Cm-is- t
church ut Elmhurt. a fashion- able suburb of Chicago, recently de-- j
!l,'ered a sermon upon the widely dis-- j
cussed tiluy.
'Kindling," m which
Sa).ah ..1((i,,u win appear at. the Elks'
tomorrow night, lie strong- ,.ft(:01iml0nut,(, IIie play, comment-- '
;
(I.ti,.ulfU., v 01l the truth 0f the
,
H
the
; ,,ral character ot the story :
tnan 0in'
ft1.Pnf. lt-eaBy
,
w
tX?J"5;
good, because everybody agrees
time s
room just above them.
ja' ont it, but in don. nght
but
owir
to
back
up
you
noiliin'
youi
let-;
13.
the
of
Under date
February
ter says: "Just a little while ago one sense.
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
of the Americans was killed and an
other wounded. They occupied a room Abstract Co. for abs:ract work.
on the top floor, just over ours. They
The quality of our Ice Cream 13 not
were looking toward (lie arsenal with equalled by any in the city. Made at
f.e.ld glasses, and the rebels saw them! the Thomas Ranch, in a sanitary up- nnd turned a rapid fire gun on them.
dairy by an expert ice creai
Mr. Meredith was shot through the maker. Try it and be convinced.
head and died instantly."
Fischer Drug Co.
reddenWhy put up with rough and
A little of "Zook's Hen-- i
ed hands?
SULZER PROBES
join, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream"
v. ill keep your hands soft and white.
THE ALLEGED

Albu-nuerqu-

&

IKS.

CO.

GOODS

The White Sale

MILLINERY

-

Corsets,

Rust-Proo- f

the writer).

H

SELICMM

ftDDLF

.

Also a Complete Line of

Warner Bros.'

Washington, D, C, Feb. 27. The
I nited States today began an action
the Interstate commerce commission, to prevent what is culled an
attempt by the Union Pacilic Railway company to monopolize all Hie
tiafflc bound tor the Pacilic coast
northwest from points in the middle
vtst and Great Lake points.
This action was brought through
the interior department, which alleges
iii its petition that the t'nlon Pacific
on December 16, 1911, published a
shipment
tariff covering .through
f.oin points on the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers and the Great Lakes
tc points on the Oregon Short Line.
The rates provided, the petition al
leges, were not apyncau.e.
n.uits were turned over to the I nion
at
Pacific at its eastern terminals
k.insas City, "Mo,; Council Bluffs, la.;
Leavenworth, Kan.; Omoha, Fremont!
or NorroiK, ieorasKa.
It is the contention of the inter
let department that tins provision in
the tariff prevents the shipment of
freight from Mississippi and Missouri
nver and Great Lake points over the
Northern Pacific railway, which it is
t'aimed, is a shorter route.
The Oregon Short Lino is declared
to be a Union Pacific property and the
latter road, through its tariffs, pre- vents the former from promulgating
through rates over other lines from
joints mentioned in the petition 10
joints on the Oregon Short Line.

Mux. Herstein, a well known salesman of Albuquerque, is here on business.
Attorney E. E. Veoder of Las Vegas.
ili at the Montezuma hotel.
Fred Chavez, a well Known citizen
!of Willnrd, is here on business.
M. J. Florence, of Los Angeles, !a
a visitor in the city, lie is at the
European hotel.
H. J. MendenhaU. of Ainarlllo, Texas, is here on business.
County School Superintendent whl
leave today to inspect certain schools
and to investigate reports ot small
pox In the Glorieta school districts.
of
W. Jj. Bishop, . superintendent
schools at Gallup Is In the city and
was a caller on Chief Clerk Rupert
F. Asplund at the office of the stat.1
superintendent of public instruction
in the capitol.
t
of Albu
Attorney E. V. Tiobsoti,
quernue, who was here on legal busi
ness has returned to the Duke City.
sumDr. David Knnpp has been
moned to filorieta to inspect
the
school children following a report thai
quarantine is needed owing to a case
of smallpox.
AN EVE WITNESS
Mrs. Hi. V. Winchester, of
arrived on the noon train and
TELLS OF WAR
is stopping at the Palace where she
IN MEXICO
v.ill be glad to see any one interested
in receiving lessons. She will return
to Albuquerque tomorrow evening.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 27 Mrs. Franwife of jiishop
C. C. Murray, of Pittsburg. Pa., ac- cis J. McConnell,
of the Meth
resident
bishop
new
Mrs.
companied by
Murray, are
m uonxei, i"
clitircn
odist
Episcopal
arrivals in the city. Mr. Murray is
u
ma.
here' looking after his interests as re- ja letter jusi receive,.
ceiver of the New Mexico Central in ihere, describes the experiences other in Mexico City dur
the litigation which has been pending self and husband
in the local courts. Mr. and Mrs. Mur- lug the recent revol
MMcCmnell tf!,ls of
ray will remain for a month or
,crash Ing into the room occup ed
more.
herself and her husband, but no.

LADIES': SHIRTS

WAISTS,

of

NEW IN

EVERYTHING

"MONOPOLY

(Owing to the great Interest manl
rested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send jn by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear

MENDEL'S

PAG.E FIVE

SANTA FE WEW MEXICAN

H.S.LUTZ, Aft.,

All Ifclnds.

Room
Telephone 194 W.,

SANTA

FE.N.M

jgANITARY BAKERY.
ah ADO GUTIERREZ,

LAUGHUN BUILDING,

Proprietor.

Bread, Rolls, all kinds ol Cakes &
Cakes a our
Specialty.
Wedding Co.
Pies,
Cakes.
bsadle
KauVe
I

newe--

Santa fe
"cTaTch Padt ol

ill

qualities,

i

descriptions

"

as

10 pounds for 50 centJ

Sent Mexican office.

Bread nnil

UollB.

26 J- J08GALI8TE0ST
Fresh Made Pretzel.

PHONE

-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

'AGS SIX

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Santa Fe New Mexican

VALLEY RAMCH,

Entered a Second Cluss Mutter at the Sonta Fe Postoffice
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

Stauffer
J. Wight Giddings
William F. Brogan
Charles

IM. JVL.

R.

-

SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year, by

mail

$5.00
$2.50
$1,00

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly,

per year

$1,50

six months

$ .50

Weekly,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Vice-Preside- nt.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the Slate.

Organized

in 1870.

Don't you love this sunny land?
Let's boost it on.
You have joined the booster's bund;
Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of wealth
In the form of perfect health?
Tell your friends to come and try.
That's boosting on.

$1.25

flme It the test of a bank's endurance and atrength.
determines Ita adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poilcy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

Come and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
Just boost it on.
Here the horseback rides are tine
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Tell your friends about the place.
That's boosting on.

You've been out to Valley Ranch
Then boost It on.
Take advantage of each chance
To boost it on.
Here, you know you'll find the best,
Here's a dandy place to rest;
Just bring out that friend of your's.
That's boosting on.

'

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to - your banking
business.
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(that by accident the chicken poachers
might get discovered, if they don't
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RATKS

Dally, per quarter, by mail
Dally, per quarter, by carrier

J. PALEN,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

M.

1913.

27,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,0

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronsoti M. Cutting;
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wiitch out.
At all events the well known curio
r.,on has lost six chicken dinners and
seme one else Is having them,
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
GONE FAR ENOUGH.
Arrestelo!
Doctor Knapp has also been over-Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
think
don't
you
'
Really, Mr. Linney,
looked. He is right on the plaza cor-FOUR PER CEiNT
Per
Annum
you have gone far enough in handling ner. Three
Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Interest
worthless, homeless, own- j
us the kind of weather which we have
curs have been hanging around
etless
been getting the last mree or ioui hit:
Tome su asiento!
BUSINESS OHF1CE3I VV EDITORIAL ROOMS 1
place for a long time past, making
months.
hideous and days disagri eable.
inputs
are
to
seems
me
It
you
taking big!
Please pass the coal oil
a law abiding citizen and want-Peing
c'lances, and the first thing you know,
WATCH THIS
ing tilings done officially, the doctor
you will find a great uig pennon asked
Labradores Destituidos?
Hon. Marcos ('. de Haca has introduced a bill which is of as great imthe police authorities to abate
office at Washhead
Into
the
Heating
the nuisance, all three of them, in
portance as any that lias yet come before the legislature. It is the Australia '
out
bureau
weather
to
take
the
ington
If you can't stand up sit down!
ballot bill.
of the civil service and put it into such manner as In their wisdom the
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
In the matter of election proceedings New Mexico is trailing far behind
officials should deem legal and best.
MANUFACTURER OF
rickety Ciputado Inspector de Aceite. Que no? politics.
her sister states, nearly all of whom have discarded the old, worn-out- ,
Do vou realize that if you keen on
coming doing.
Balleta
Blankets,
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Rugs,
system of conducting elections, tilled as it. is with corruption and offering
The doctor, at last accounts was figout these daily snow storms
Mucho Dinero, Poco Trabajo, Pero r utting
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
every opportunity for supervision and direction of the political boss.
one right r.ring on making a little use of the
and
continuous
days,
cloudy
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
This system, provided in the de Baca bill, puts all the names on on? Mucho Aceite de Carbon.
latter another, here in our "Sunshine law by personal application, and it
Both Native and Germantowo Wool Used.
ballot and the vater takes the ballot from an inspector instead of the
Fe"
in
that
and
Santa
to
looked
as
the
if
time
the Bystander
'Sunny
Two years until the
next legis- State,"
ward heeler, goes into the booth provided for the purpose, and murks liis
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
you are going to force us to call In all had now arrived for something of that
I'.ture. How blissful!
ballot as a free citizen, in accordance with his own desires.
119 Don Ciaspar Avenue.
has
matter that
kind.
of
;the
advertising
last
For
the
it
couple
days
beenj
or
niaiii
If a voler is unable to read or is confused as to the method
sent out about SCO days of sunshine nas been very quiet about the
Why is a destitute farmer? is one
ing, he can have the assistance of a regular official, but no one from the
that you will put the railroads to tnv8 quarters. The ubiquitous canines
of the primer question in any coal oil
outside is permitted in the booth.
jthe expense of changing all their ilave j,ofcn absent.
The dictator and the boss are eliminated entirely, and the open window investigation.
ibeautitul folders, glowing in colors or
If the doctor had anything to do!(
vote passes from furthwr action
the sunshine and filled with brilliant
anu
of
bill
is the method
Another valuable provision in his
printing
ie cabinet makers are putting word pictures about this unsurpassed v ith their absence he is entitled to the
thanks of the community. He has
distribution of the ballots. They are the property of the state and not an ,iov:n their money on William Jenasset of a political party.
tv.ngs Bryan as the. "OO" on the, j, myself, have written reams about abated three nuisances,
They are sent out by the secretary of slate to a regular county official Kret.ni
this beautiful climate, with Its eternai
who is responsible tor ti.em tutu lor tnetr n.strn.ution. n tie ra.is, an pin.
sunshine, and others are guilty of the
AN ARF
suffer alike.
It.erta will rule .Mexico ,ame, and reallVf Ml, Unney T do
General
There is no method by which the pai ty boss can prevent the
GOING
NOW
v.(th an ir(JU hand acco,.dillg to lhe uot think jt
,tp
f.(i. that
of a portion of the tickets, but conveniently lose those of the opposite .
r th
'.h.tllaving,
disnatches.
That is bnrrinir the ri.lt
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
,,,.!
party, or see that his henchman does it.
Kiiouia put it over on us to quite tne
fugitive, law.
Feb. 27. Americans
Washington,
The old, hoary, antique tricks that have so' long been In vogue and been
a
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
extent you have.
AMERICAN PLAN.
nre drinking more whiskey, smoking
worked successfully lose their force under the new ballot system and the
I know they say, "It's good for us. more
The stock market has rallied, says
and
and
cigal.s
chewing
0garetts
his
sleeve.
can
put nothing up
n
political prestidigitator
All rlplit.
e need it," but you have heard the more tobacco than ever
nmrlipt nnLe Vienrlliiip
before in
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
This bill is for the purpose of purifying elections, and giving every voter, fiQW ,g
H "tMorgan and his in. old saying that too much of even a; history, according to latest tax
outside
in the state an opportunity to express his choice unhampered by
thing is too much, and It cer- turns ot Royal E. Cabell Commission-tainl(Ingestion
influences.
looks, from our streets as if er of Internal Revenue.
Let this be understood by the citizens of this state.
We do not want the major to over- me ground had now about all the wet- From Julv to February the nation
If this bill is sent, to the morgue the people of this slate will know work
it can handle, and there is a has consumed 94,000,000
during this session, but what
gallons of
why.
has become of the investigation into lot of snow in the mountains, so the whisky, an increase of 5.000,000 galIt will be because the leaders are opposed to free expression by the peo
to
streams
well
be
the price of coal?
ought
supplied the lons over the corresponding
period
pie on the question of the men they prefer for public offlce and the measures
"
coming summer, so all things consid- - the previous year: 8,500,000,000 cig
in which they are interested.
i ne nouse nas
reconsinerea tne;eieu, ir. uinuey, aon t you inniK it s arettes, an increase of 2 250 000 000'
Watch the course of this bill in the legislature.
it to: t'bout time to ring off?
county option bill and
an "increase of
4,500,000,000 cigars,
n
or
Rooms
the committee on temperance. Whatj I only offer this as a gentle hln', 250,000,000, and 250,000,000 pounds ol
lias tlie committee
on temperance and not really as a criticism on the r.moking and chewing tobacco, an
HE ANSWERED WITH BIRDSHOT
in
Long
manner in which you have handled the crease of 12.000.000 Dounds.
to deserve it?
These
The answer of a clothing manufacturer in Rochester to the protest of
do
I
cold
think you ought are record
weather, though
girl.
breaking figures.
underpaid workers was a charge of birdshot which killed a
seBn by s at least
i addition drinkers nf heer are ro
The man, of course, was rattled. He could have killed the girl jus.
They are going to test that new;10 wl um 81111
as effectively and without legal liability by starving her into submission and tuberculosis cure in New Mexico. f'nce a week- Jsuming their stride. During the fiscal
Also a member of the lower house has
then once more underpaying her.
jyear 1912 the consumption of beer
LARQE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
wunrv.
uuwu
must
court
with the chance introduced a bill ottering a reward for!
make answer in
fell off materially, but for the first
For this excited shooting he
1
ti e destruction of the loco weed.
lit niy hat to James Goutchey, seven months of the current fical year
that the jury may think poorly of his conduct.
chief clerk in the revenue collector's the people of the United States hav 3
Had he chosen the safer way, a few might have complainedbut society,
The coal oil probe is now in full oftice. ror about three years he has consumed 3S, 860,000 barrels, an in
through government, would not have interfered.
our good crease or ,tioO,U00 barrels over last
True, there is a label which informs the purchaser when a garment has sway. The developments bid fair to!ucc" "J'"B to convince
The white label of the Consumers
been made under humane conditions.
be productive of much interesting in- - Lncle bam tnat the federal building yea.-- .
Drinkers, smokers and chewers are
Let us hope we find all!at San,a Fe- New Mexico, needed
league is a certificate of character for the manufacturer willing to comply formation.
with its moderate requirements.
the furniture bought for the executive some lihts on t,le Psts in front of thus enriching the Federal GovernThat, however, is only a voluntary safeguard, with no more power be- mansion.
i,he uu,Idi"S. which have stood all this ment. Internal revenue taxes from
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
time as silent sentinels but shedding July 1 to date are $12,500,000 greater
hind it than comes from a conscience stricken public sentiment.
dal'kess
and
than
For example, how many times have you, at the bargain counter, stopgloom.
record
for
a
any previous
similar
Government engineers in Spain laid;0"''
ped to insist that unless the garment offered bore the white label you would 7.00 pounds of black powder under a! Vm!!e,Sam ,was BUave 8,1(1 Peasant period.
wlth
Mr'
not buy that under no circumstances would you become an accomplice to I ill yesterday with the object in vlewj"1
GolltcIle
i0?,?10
oa,u "ml " e cullia "ave tllOSe
the degredalion of labor?
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
t- r
fho hill
..... permanently
removing
but
our good Uncle sometimes! BOY ATTACKED
lights,
Voluntary action to upbuild the Industrial standard Is admirable in its fiom the landscape,
Known cas- - has
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
a
habit or procrastination, and
intent, but not sufficient.
BY BULL DOG
laities over 200.
Central Location.
that habit possessed him in this in-More is needed. The strong arm of the state must be put forth In restance.
straint of greed which threatens the foundation of society.
The mobilization of that army
,
Newport, Ohio, Feb. 27. Rees
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
When we have minimum wage boards, shooting down the underpaid
at Gtflveston ought to be a But if Uncle Sam was dilatory, Mr
6 residing on Chestnut street,
for daring to protest will be less frequent and very much less popular than it corps
v liming to Texas that the United Goutchey was tenacious, and as a rew ouiaog near nis
au"t
is today.
Plates can take that seaport anytime suit tim f0Hoi k!mi
'
o
Th?
playing
is and that portion of
what
it
she takes a notion without the loss of
an
illumination
city
presents
such
u single machine gun.
HEADED FOR THE MORGUE.
at
'
it ought to have. It is a
lm- t0 a"ger
There is a little bill in the house that has been made a sort of shuttle
provement, and though it ghas .bee ,
Ih
officers
Those
are
county
simply rather difficult to
cock for days past. It has gone to a committee and been reported out,
,
procure, yet has "le
nervous wrecks pending been
becoming
Siveti a few unceremonious slaps and sent to a committee again.
knCked him down
like every other
uJ'
It is
Then it has been tossed into the house once more, given a few kick', seme word from the governor as to better late than never good thing
could raise an
?efre
the fate of that county salaries bill
and hoisted back to another committee.
outcry or summon help the dog had
Masonic! bitten the
I
This committee shot it out, and it was fired back to the committee tha' pissed by the legislature. It has been
about the arm,
boy
also to have an illumina-- shoulders, backterribly
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
en awful strain for better'n a year cathedral
first had it in charge, where it now lies in a critical condition.
and neck.
Hehman
of
ion
similar
in
character
near
the
to
too.
It is a good bill,
new, boys.
attempted
fight him off but the dog
It is authored by Smith and Carter and provides that county printing
"s"u"8 Ker-- ! sinking his teeth in the boy's neck
7' "
shall be given to the lowest responsible bidder instead of being made a
The coal oil inspection probe has Ttice " illB,aed there, that portion of dragged the child partly across the
be ne f, 'ne mo8t a,trac" , street before
clty
reward for party service, regardless of any other consideration, and aside developed one thing beyond dispute,
t
Haberbusch
be a resort to- - rived upon theGeorge
from politics.
II. S. Lutz was agent for tliel'lve .Bectio(ns
scene and fought the
01106
MOULTON-ESP- E
feJ b,,Ildog off'
This bill is in the right line and ought to pass, but it has a hard row to Fanta Fe in 1910-t- hat
being the year
t
nt 1 e
0fficer Taylor was sent for and kill- ed
when the three destitute children got
hoe, ahead of it.
VTm
'he
w,lich
the dog. It is not thought the ani- It is in line with today's demands and methods. It is In the interest of rs far as Albuquerque and the band
loseS,thlt
GENERAL AGENTS,
P "! "laI W3S affliCted with the rabIes- bllt
SANTA FE, N. M
reached Socorro.
the public, rather than the party,
per ti,e
tllat
he
became
and
attacked
angered
Tt is economical in its intent and by all means should become a law.
Mr. Toombs is quite correct in hisi. Vi,h ,lle Prospect now of a new, the boy while in a fighting mood. Heh- The money expended in this lino is the peoples' money and ought to brf
deral
in
man
was
the
looming
up
to hts home, where
carried
ll
used to the best advantage and in their interests.
eory that the coal oil investigating y
e we can Picture ln imagination lie received
medical, attention.
In
The sooner we get over the idea that the money of the people belongs cemmittee can not take much test!-- !
i are illuminations in tne ancient view
of the fact that rabies is not
to a political party, the sooner we will reach better conditions and more mony until it has some one to testify. uuie
au
iiu
appearance which win tearea it is thought he will reover,
We do not want to butt in, but why v'.j,
A WONDERFUL
honest service.
mat to which we have long although some of the wounds are
not start with Malaquias? He seems approacu
0
TEW nnilADC AMNIUI
DDPMII1M BUYS A IFE AND ACCIDENT
been entitled.
very deen
C0HBINA1II0N tOUCI
It is always expected that a
good deal of bluff will be run in the legis- to have been the head gink.
At
all
events
the
which
:
lights
Read what is offered
lative game, but the present legislature has been playing it pretty strong
Mi.j
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Goutchey has succeeded in wringing'
An inspection of the calendar shows plainly that there is a distinct pur9CO On Paidtordeath fiom ordt
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Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It rohs the hair;
ot Its lustre, its strength and its
eventually producing a feverish-nes- s
and itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast.
A little Danderine
tonight now
anytime will Biirely save your hair.
Get a 23 cent' bottle of Knowlton's
very-life-
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Don't Pay 50 Cents For Worthless Hair Tonics-U- se
Reliable, Harmless "Danderine Get Results.
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Danderine from any drug store or
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Washington, D.
toilet counter, and after the first ap- to provide law for the safety of
plication you will say it was the best
on seagoing vessels have brought
investment you ever made. Your hair out the concerted opposition of
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interests of both
lustre and luxuriance which Is bo
and America.
beautiful.
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tIir lobbvists representing these in
Huffy and have the appearance of terests in Washington have been bugloss sier
than
abundance; an incomparable
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and softness, but what will please they have been for ten years previous
you most will be after just a few ly.
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lite Ulli)
weeks' use when you will actually see since the loss of the Titanic legisla-a lot of fine, downy hair new hair-grotion seeking to correct the evils;
all over the scalp.
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ing, and any hobo who wants to com-- j Sidney
mit suicide bv making enough smoke Washington lobbyist for the shipping
to choke himself to death will have interests; Captain Lockhurst, Marine .
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CAUGHT HORSE THIEVES.
There have
the mesa farms, thereby increasing Last Saturday the El Paso officials Steamship association.
the!-leen present at these sitting.-8
the output of dairy products, the sent notices to the officers in
commission-hafarmers living east of Las Vegas will surrounding country that two horses Eugene T. Chamberlain,
and
lliler.
of
George
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navigation,
Hillsite
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Star
stable
stolen
from
the
been
the
held a meeting
u.e
house. A similar meeting will be held r. F.1 Pnsn irnvo a rlpseHntlnn of the supervising inspecior general oi Both
thieves and asked officials Steamboat Inspection service.
Thursday night at Mishawaka.
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seamen's bill in the house and
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office
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of their products by so doing. Many his ranch seven miles below
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cf the farmers cannot afford the ini.ofR- - favor of it.
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These lobbyists have brought
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and
finance
them
investigation
to
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ask Las Vegas
the gun had been traded to a ward a proposition which would not
the project. The matter likely will
here and later they ran across (only repeal all the good features of
be brought up at a meeting of the party
two young fellows who had traded the house bill, but would repeal what-thCommercial club in the near future.
the El ever good features there are In the
gun and who answered
Las Vegas Optic.
Paso description.
They also had the existing law. The bill as it passed
horses. They were arrested and taken the house provided a language test
WILD MAN IDENTIFIED.
to jail.
in accordance with which a shipmas- over
Acord
O.
TT.
S. Land Commissioner
later
ttr would be required to furnish at
were
confessed
that
They
they
of Cold Spring, N. M., was a business Ithe men wanted and
life- - least two able seamen for every
offl
El
Paso
the
is
visitor in the city Tuesday. This
to
be
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cers
such
able
are
required
them
after
boat,
expected
the first time he has7 made a visit to They gave their names astoday,
J. E. to understand the .language of the ofthe city in twenty months. Business of Dadswell
and A. E. Erhide, and former ficers, so that the orders would be unhas
mountains
Zuni
the
in
logging up
residence as Fayettesville, Ind. Botn derstood during an emergency. The
demanded his constant attention. The
to be telegraphers Alamogor hill also defines an able seamen as a
weather has been rather open during calm
News- - Advertiser.
do
man 19 years of age and having had
the week and the mud is a little heavy
SPANISH WAR VETERANS.
three years' experience on deck at
to permit the teams to work, so he
A number of
sea or on the great lakes.
has suspended work for a short time. assembled at Spanish war soldiers
the armory Saturday The shipowners' lobby has proposed
Mr. Acord made specific inquiries
afternoon and took initial Bteps
to to strike this down and substitute a
regarding the supposed wild man who
- P'ovision
that the vessel must carry
of
a
the
United
complete
camp
Spannear
Gibson,
the
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was killed in
man for each lifeboat
ar
one
least
Ish
War
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this
in
meeting
the account of which appeared
who Is able to understand the langci lied at the
paper as related by the said discover- commander-in-chief- , request of the national uage of the officers and of the crew;
through Capt. C.
er. .Mr. Acord Btated that if the mysA. Reynolds, who is in the U. S. gov- that is, to be able to act as an inter
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not
man
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of
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Under the lobby substitute
l preter.
he might throw some light on the mat- ernment service and is at the
land office, and, also, is a citi- the ships would not be required to
ter as to the identity of the stranger
carry able seamen, or even an "effadding that a lumber jack, one A. X zen of the state.
icient" crew. In other words, under
M.
S.
few
Captain
Murray was made
Atkins, of Cold Springs, with a
It appeared that fifteen this proposition of the ship owners'
possible exceptions as to descriptions, chairman.
nr.mes already had been signed to an lobby, the lifeboats would Je at the
might be the object in question.
of unskilled crews, unable to
f pplication for a charter and the same mercy
Gallup Independent.
offhad been recognized as regularly ftl- - understand the language of the
FATAL ACCIDENT.
icer and relying merely upon an inter- 7
about
ed
Last Sunday, evening
by Lieutenant Harold Hurd, more ri'atap t'l,f micrlif nnl ha
liunrl u.lion
th? than a year ago, but due to some
o'clock, while Miguel Martinez,
un.;the emergency. occurred. There is no
sixteen year old son of Juan Martinez, known iriadvertance at national head- requirement in this- - proposed amenil- si
prominent farmer near Val Verde, quarters the papers were overlooked ment that there be enougn able sea
was returning home from a visit to .reu omy
recently, u was decided to
or in fact any able seamen at
friends in San Marcial, he met witu keep open the application for signa an, to man the lifeboats
in case of an
an accident which proved fatal.
lures 10 give all who care to affiliate accident.
After fording the Rio Grande he the advantage of becoming charter
Not only is the vicious provision
'
proceeded to cross the Diamond A members, the cost for which is the
but the shipowners' lobby
proposed,
the
to
ranch and managed
negotiate
r.icre nominal fee of two dollars, no has attacked the eighty-fou- r
feature
first fence successfully, but it seems
of which goes to any individual, of the house bill. They would
that the wires on the second fence jpart
but all of which belongs to the camp
a provision which would exhad become loosened from the posts
treasury. Roswell Record.
empt all vessels under 500 tons from
p.nd hung down low enough to strike
its operation, and all larger vessels
the horse that the boy was riding W. S.
a
Stan- which run for a period of 24 hours or
merchant
at
Skelton,
becama
horse
The
knees.
about the
he would not take less. This would practically make
ley, Indiana,
entangled in the wires and the sup- $100.00 for thesays
law inoperative.
relief a single box of the eight-hou- r
position is that it commenced to pitch
The open activity of this vicious
Foley Fidney Pills gave him. "I had
end threw him.
a severe attack of kidney trouble with and powerful lobby gives an excellent
When the horse came home alone
my back and opportunity for constituents to know
all cut up and bleeding, a search was harp pains through
whether their senators are serving
Made for the lad and he was found could hardly straighten up. A single
.ox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely re- special interests or the general welwas
aid
Medical
near
fence.
the
lying
fare.
summoned from San Marcial and it lieved me." For sale by all druggists
The members of the senate commit
vas found that his skull had been
wno w" Pass on the bill are:
From 26 to 38 was the ranee In tem-lteHe
crushed and his neck broken.
!Knute Nelson, of Minnesota; George
died early
Monday morning. San perature yesterday and the average
relative humidity was 85 per cent. I" erKlns. i California; William A
Marcial Standard.
Jonathan
The precipitation for the last 24 "en Smltn of Minnesota;
A SO-I- D
JAIL.
of Oregon; Theodore E
Work has commenced on the new hours showed 0.18 of an inch of snow. Bourne, Jr.,
of
Ohio; Henry E. Burnham,
Light snow fell most of the forenoon Burton,
jail for Lordsburg. Jack Heather has tc
the depth of more than a half Inch cf New Hampshire; Isaac Stephenson,
the contract. It will be built on the
or Wisconsin; Coe I. Crawford,
of
site of the old, of reinforced con- and gave 0.11 of an inch of water. South
Dakota; George T. Oliver, of
crete, eighteen feet square, walls one Yesterday was partly cloudy in thj Pennsylvania; W.
Murray Crane, of
foot thick. There will be a partition afternoon and cloudy at night follow
Massachusetts.
and
snow.
Republicans;
ed
a
by
light
middle
of
and
the
it,
running through
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia; F. M.
Simmons, of North Carolina; Francis
G. Newlands,
of Nevada; John H.
go along day after
Bankhead, of Alabama; Duncan
U.
day suffering when aid
Fletcher, of Florida; Le Roy Percy, ot
is at hand so convenient and
Mississippi; and James A. Reed, of
at so little cost
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Blood Bad?
Liver Lazy?
Nervous ?
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Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Mtdicine Co., Chattanooea,
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COUNTY OPTION BILL
BACK TO COMMITTEE

CHAS. A. WHEICI.ON,

Medical Discovery

aids digestion and purifies the blood.' Aa a consequence both
the stomach and liver return to their normal and healthy condition.
Nervousness and biliousness soon disappear. The entire system
'takes on new life.
For over forty years this famous old medicine
and never more so than today,
has "made good'
&
enjoying a greater sale all over the world than
any other doctor's prescription.

For sal at all
mm
mil can PR.
R.

in liquid or tablet form, or
ip for trial doz. Aaarm
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P. O. E.
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to have three, when incorporate
of San nads
lx prcsentativo Chrisman,
in New Mexico, was an injustice.
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such
to
action,
prevent
Juan county,
II. Ti. No. mil, by Mr. Casados I' rethe house yesterday afternoon halted lating
"trusty" prisoners and giving
reand
'n the midst of its calendar
tl ree days a month time allowance
considered the vote by which it had ifi.'i'
good behavior for jail prisoners.
Kssed House Substitute for House Mr. Catron amended the bill to specify
counthe
as
known
once
22
No.
Pill
jv.liat a "trusty" was, asserting that
ty option bill, but which after its the state
supvuiie court had recently
jassage, Tuesday, might be failed by held that no such a thing as a "trusty
amiost any name.
risoner" existed.
It was Representative Clancy who
An effort was made to recall the
redid the job. While the house was
l ine sky law, but the bouse adjourned
covering from the effects of having b( fore it voted on the motion.
passed two or three bills in less than
half an hour and was preparing to
wrestle with the important question DENIES CHARGE
of when a prisoner in a county jail is
OF TWO SALARIES
a "trusty" and entitled to three days a
n onth good time allowance for conCarrizozo, N. M., Feb. I I, 1013.
duct becoming a prisoner and a jail
Kditor Santa Fe New Mexican.
Lunate. Mr. Clancy arose and said:
Santa Fe, '.. M.
"Mr. Speaker, I move that the house
(k now reconsider flic vote by which Dear Sir:
it passed House Substitute for House
May I ask you to print a denial cf
Pill No. 22." Mr. Chrisman raised a IP article going the round of the
point of order but it did not prevent weekly papers under the date line
the house from reconsidering and the Santa Fe? It is to the effect that
bill was declared in the possession of though county school superintenil-i-.it- ,
.
I am
the house after a chorus of "ayes."
yet teaching at a good
Then Mr. Clancy moved to
Feven to nine months in the county
it the bill to the committee on fchools.
It mperance.
The motion prevailed
Since assuming the duties of sj!t)')1
after a motion to table the motion to superintendent, last January 1 I 'ut.
Mr.
had rot received any money for teichintr.
Chrisman
tible, made by
demonstrated that the representative Three
days I have taken tlio place of
from San Juan county could muster Carrizozo teachers who were il! ami
betnly fourteen house votes.
there was no substitute availabl
"The bill was no good anyhow," said ing glad to help the schools am wa?
cne house member. "It had been possible, and to keep in touch with
emended so that it required thirty-fivactual school work that i may k",cw
per cent of the voters to call an elec- t!ie needs of teachers who often face
tion and required them to pay for the rioblems that theory doe.i not ha'p.
election which in itself nullified Hie
Nor has all of my work been 1jc:i1
bill. Then there were conflicting reg- or in the office. I have visited every
ulations that practically made the bill district, but one, at least once, maiiv
inoperative."
twice, and some three times, m:ki,'.g
Among the bills passed by the bou;;e n special effort to reach the
isolated schools. I have kept pisled
yesterday were:
H. Tl. No. 1IJ0, by Mr. Young and on the needs and conditions of all disMr. Padilla Relative to the location tricts.
o.' the western extension of El Caniino
Thanking you for the favor which I
l
Real.
am,
ope you may be able to grant,
Yours very truly,
ApH. II. No. 137, by Mr. Sanchez
MRS. WAI.LACK h. Gl'MM.
propriating $0000 for the repair of the
Lincoln Co. School Superintendent.
four roads leading out of Mora.
II. ). No. MS, by Mr. Casados To
istablish "Good Roads Day" in the Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., Kingrublic schools.
ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
H. B. No. 28, by Mr. Toombs
ifrom using Foley's Honey and Tar
adultery and fornication.
H. B. No. 52, by Judicary commi- Compound that she shares her good
She writes:
tteeGiving the right to fix the pen- fortune with others.
("Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
alties in murder cases making
voice back to me during a
punishable the same as second de- brought my
of bronchitis and laryngree murder and otherwise changing SGvere case
the laws governing similar offsmws. gitis. Oh Tiow many people I have reFor sale by all
II. B. No. 101 Transferring $7000 commended it to."
fund. This druggists.
tc the game protection
money was taken from the game fund
fti- other purposes and the object of ..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
this bill is to replace the money
the time and works for the upbuildH. I!. No. 177, by Mr. Blanchard
Amending the present lnw requiring lug of our new State.
that at least three members of the
directorate of every railroad in the it will not pay you to waste your
state live in New Mexico. It was urg- time writing out your legal form
ed in defense of this bill that other when you can get them already printPrinting
corporations only have one resident ed at the New Mexican
director and that to compel the rail- Company.
Despite
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holds its regular
session on the secfourth
and
ond
Wednesday cf each
month. V i i t ing
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.

TYPEWRITERS
.Cleaned, adjusteo and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exebcanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- .change, I'hone 231 W.

j

Rooms, Houses & Ranches
What Have You to Rent ?

FRANK T. BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler,
P M. A. LIENAU,

List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
Laughlin BIock.
Rooms and houses furnished or unSecretary.
furnished. A select list always on
Fe Camp hand.
Santa
13514, M. W. A
meets second Tues- Saves You Time and Money.
day each mouth, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fire- PROFESSIONAL CARDS
man's Hall. Visit
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTTER, Consul.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
City Attorney.
ODD FELLOWS,
Capital City Bank Building,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.
Rooms
Simla Tfe Ilrie
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
meets
regularly
8
o'clock
at
every Thursday evening
G. W. PRICHARD,
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
ers always welcome.
Practices in aU the District Courts
and gives special attention to caseu
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. before the State Supreme Court.
Lodge No. 2511, holds iis regular Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
HARRY D. MOULTON,
:
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Attorney-at-Law- .
come.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
Special Agent, G. L. O.
Formerly
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Land Claims aud Contests a Specialty

1
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'

17-1-

c

sa'-try-
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F. W. FARMER Chas. F.
. Chat. R. Eatley,
Easley,
No.
Homestead
EASLEY & EASLEY.
2879, Brother-hooaw.
Attorneys-a- t
of AmeriPractice In the Courts and be for

can Yoemen.
Meets tirst Fr-

of the

iday

the

at

month

Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N, M., branch Office, EsleB-cia- ,
N. M.

Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
No. 2,

Lodge Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Knights of

Pythias meets
every Monday
8
evening at

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

o'clock
Fellows

Dentist.
Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
All
Phone Red 6.
Knights are most
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p m.
cordially invited.
And by Appointment.
in

Odd

visiting

A. RJNEGARD'I

,

K. of R. and S.
A. P. HILL, C. C.

M. DIAZ,

Office 202 Water St., Hours,

Phones j

I

to J P.

M

Office. 220 W
Residence, 9 J

Work. Portable Coils to be
at patient's home.

ay

used

A. T

& S. F. R'Y

CTC. GUNTER, M. D.,
PHYSICAN

Rooms

TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st,

"

No. 3

Give Your Stomach, Liver and 30 Feet of Bowels a Thorough Cleansing Without Gripe or Nausea. Ends Headache, Biliousness, Indigestion and Constipation.

j

j

carries passengers

18-1-

9

prom ply
1913- -

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

CALOMEL, OIL OR SALTS,

to

Albu-

querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

j

j

J.

DR.

-

BUT DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS

....

Ovr

Hall.

-

III

.

Santa Fe

1

6

J. McGUINNESS

M.

Attorney-at-Law-

This wonderful fruit laxative acts as the old days people let these matters
run until they needed a large dose of
a liver and bowel cleanser tonic
then they took something
not as an irritant. Its action is natu- physic,
severe, like castor oil, salts or cathar- deral and gentle no griping. It is
tics, that meant abuse to the bowels.
liciousno dreading. It is positive These are the days of the gentle and
natural the days of Syrup of Figs.
and prompt no waiting.
This way you are not drugging your- filled
and
sour
is
If your stomach
self. Syrup of Figs being composed
with vile gases, your head aches, orj
entirely of luclous figs, senna and
you are bilious, nervous, dizzy, half aromatics can not cause injury.
sick, your tongue coated, your thirty!
feet of bowels clogged with waBte not Ask your druggist for "Syrup of
pioperly carried off don't wait. Surely Figs and Elixir of Senna," and look
take a teaspoonful of delicious Syrup for the name, California Fig Syrup
of Figs tonight, and in the morning Company on the label. This is the
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New all constipated waste, sour bile, gases genuine old reliable.
Any other
Mexican, the paper that boosts all and poisons will move on and out of
Fig Syrup is an Imitation often
the time and works for the upbuild- the system, gently but thoroughly no meant to deceive you. Refuse Buch
i
ing of our new State.
griping no nausea no weakness. In with contempt.
HEALTH WARNING.
Chilled and wet feet result In congesting the internal organs, and
of the kidneys and bladder,
with rheumatic twinges and pain in
back, generally follow, tlse Foley
Kidney Pills.
They are the best
r.iedicine made for all disorders ot the
kidneys, for bladder irregulaties, and
for backache and rheumatism. They
tio not contain habit forming drugs.
Tonic in action, quick In results. For
sale by all druggists.

FOR KENT A three or six room
house furnished or uiifuriii&hed. Apply to D S. Lowitzki.

conclave fourth Mon-- ,
FOR SALE Second band buggy,
day in each month at used only a short time, rubber tires,
Masonic Hall at 7:30 automoble seat. Cost .$12.", will tali's
?C0.
Call 22n Hickox street.
p. m.
WESLEY 0. CONNER, JR E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
FOR $1..'0 per acre the Big Four
i"30" lias Tractor will plow your land.
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe Any form of traction work solicited.
fectiou No. 1, Mth de- Virgil II. Campbell, Mountainair, New
gree. Ancient and Ac- Mexico.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on .SALESMAN to sell new education
the third Monday of each month at specialty to school boards. Exclusive
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New territory. No compentition.
Liberal
Rite
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish
Union School Furnishing
proposition.
Masons are cordially invited to attend. Company, 1031 W. Van B'jren St., ChiJAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
111.
Venerable Master. cago,

t

0

CHAS. K. LINNEY, Secretary.

;

-

WHY

.Mrs. F. W. Dud-

second
convocation
Want to sejl or trade your property?
Monday of each month Ask lor our free big list. Solthwest
at Masonic Hall at I.eal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
7:30 p. m.
M.
J. A. MASS IE.
P.
H.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
MANTHE WANTED I'hone No. -- 2
Secretary.
and men and wagon will haul awav
of
and clean your barnyard free
Santa Fe Commandery charge.

e

Stomach Weak?

W. M.

PAH.,

Furnished rooms for

ItTNT

FOIl

Mrs.
St.

washing.

4IS San Francisco

Vf.ht housekeeping.
Jefferson.
ley

Santa Fe Chapter No
j, R. A. M. Regular

For more than 50 years, Cardui has been relieving
woman's sufferings, and making weak women strong and
well. During this time, thousands of women have written,
like Mrs. McPherson, to tell of the really surprising results
they obtained by the use of this purely vegetable, tonic
remedy for women.
Cardui strengthens, builds, restores, and relieves or prevents unnecessary pain and suffering from womanly troubles.
If you are a woman, begin taking Cardui, today.

wing

Last Saturday night when returning divided into two rooms each
oUiRrR ,
from San winch will have a grated door. There
U bis home at Mimbres
travelers at
inches
to!
the will be a foundation eighteen
Dominguez,
Lcrenzo, Valentine
desperate efforts
iNail carrier, was held up by two or below the surface of the ground ad,
the
fnm
reiniorced cemei. floor and
on Jn ,he Bfinat j
ee
tiiree men, aud was shot at and beaten ,
.
.
Iroof. The outside doors will be dou- .,
,,lhh
mid quite a sum of money taken trom
"
and
steel
o
solid
one
outside
the
ble.
him.
conf,renccs
so
in
one
waim,
grated
Several parties are under arrest for the ins.de
memben, ot the sub.cominittee
the outside door can be le!t
t 01.
off a
to
the crime, Dominguez did not have weather
and give the occupants some a..,,,
u
m
,)ave
the mail sacks with him, they being open
There will be two openings for air
left at San Lorenoz until Monday which might be called windows, but which will emasculate the bill.
norning.
Evening meetings have been taking
will come through
three not much light
nearly every day during the past
Deputy Tom Moore brought
place
set
solid
of
steel
be
will
as
them,
they
men to Silver City and lodged them in in the concrete wall with numerous week at Senator Burton's committee
l
the county jail, charged with the half-incThere room, at wnicn mere nave ocen pres-wilholes bored in it.
ISurton
to
Senators
addition
crime. Two of the men are father and
not be a splinter of wood or any-e"ten named Gomez; the third man Eli-is thing else combustible in the build 1,11(1 Crawford, Mr. Duff. who. with
C.
is the well known
Silver
Antonio Hernandez.
te l prise.

'

Cardu ! WomarfeTonic

1

.a

7:.'!0.
R. It.

Men's

WANTED
Freeman,

ltegular communication first Monday
of each month at
at
Masonic Hall

e

riin-lni- r

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

n,'

AF-

WHICH

Montezuma

"I suffered five years, with awful pains, due to womanwrites Mrs. M. D. McPherson, from Chad-bourtroubles,"
ly
N. C. "They grew worse, till I would often faint.
I could not walk at all, and I had an awful hurting in my
side; also a headache and a backache.
I gave up and thought
would die, but my husband
1
to
me
Cardui,
try
began, and the first bottle
so,
urged
helped me. By the time the third bottle was used, I could
do all my work. All the people around here said I would
die, but Cardui relieved me."

NEWS OF THE STATE
HELD UP AND ROBBED.

WANTS

MASONIC.

JUST NOW
HAIR

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

9

to

and

SURGEON,

Laughlin Bldg. Calls

attended day or night.

HOTJES
OFFICE
7 to 8
2 to 4

II a. m

NOTICE

p. m.,

p. m

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office

at

Santa Fe, N.

M.

January 28, 1913.
a
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarld, beir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M
Filo-men-

who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
SW
Section
NW
NW
SW
N
6, TownBhip 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to i 'he land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Ley la,
N. M., Antonio Villanueva,
Agustin
Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4

1-- 2

4

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
oany.

Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
auick returns.
if you v

at

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

EIGHT

PAGE

COAL OIL INQUIRY
MORE OF A FARCE
THAN ANYTHING

OFFICIAL NEWS.

ELSE.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

THURSDAY,

What year?

JUST

1912.

FEBRUARY 27, 1913.

RECEIVED!

Yes, yes.
Mr. Lopez was appointed then Line of D. M. C. EMB. FLOSS In
Manuel Ji. Otero, internal revenue
Al Coleman of Albuquerque
Mr.
and
from
Arizona.
one).
page
Mexico
and
(Continued
colors. A'so full line of PRINCESS
tt Hector for New
was chief deputy and I was clerk in
and Hie custodian of the federal build
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS in
same
the
still
the
position,
office,
kl
Mivj
kept
understood,
effortB has
By Mr. Toombs:
colors for use in working trie new
ing here, after persistent
I
the
work,
as
far
as
doing
mean,
means n e
lcu
tl. tained authority to have orna l nairinan, sue
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO EAT
commission keeping the records and everything line pf IBRARY SCARFS, PluLOWS,
his
dollars
hundred
ornaft
mid
having
cbtainind authority
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
oil
the
with
Connected
was
that
mental lamp posts and lights placed was half.
etc., which are the late designs just
office.
I!y the Witness: Was half of the.
v the four stone posts at the main en- received.
it went out of existence?
Until
Q.
sir,
he
yes,
amount
that
inspected,
adds
which
tiance to the building,
sir.
A.
to
mean
is
sir;
Yes,
yes,
what
convey,
that
yes,,
very much to the appearance of the
EXAMINATION HY JUDGE COLLINS
l uildiiiK.
and gives Lincoln avenue a sir.
u
0
Mrs. Chapman, t don't care
Q.
citified
appearance.
ery
about any period except the
of the fees.
that
think
half
Cliama,
anything
im-- ;
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
the
The city councilmen noting
covered
by Mr. Dunne's alleged
all.
is
period
to
j provement these lights have made
Q. Now, Mrs. Chapman, you have connection
ti.n fi.tiumi lniildiuc. may make ar-A. Yes, sir.
accommodated the committee by nam- new
a
to
lighting
install
were all drawn on the
rangemcnts
a number of deputies living
Q. So I will just ask you as to you correctly,
quite
ing
o tirttVlnrr
n1la
!..
...
National
bank?
First
"
meet
s; h ll in .u.
first
did
do
know
when
you
that Now,
you
outside of Santa Fe;
a c ty
A. Yes, sir.
more to the beauty
Mr. Dunne; do you remember?
services?
performed
r,,ve it well lighted and if tl e c.
I don't remember just exactly.
A.
Q. And you couldn't at this time
Thornton of Koswell,
c uncil will not act in this matter the
from memory, I suppose, state the
what year was it in?
Q.
Well,
business men and property owners He received one hundred dollars a
amount of it, could you?
A. I think It was in 1910.
n ay do so.
be-- j
A. No, I could not, Mr. Collins, be
Q. Yes. Well, now, we will Btart
month and traveling expenses
the
There has been a demand that
his district included Roswell, at the beginning of 1910; you were cause l know that he was paid up
cause
to just a short time before he went
city proper and the plaza be well light- Artesia, Carlsbad and Clovis so he had working for the oil inspector?
ed with ornamental lamp posts and i
to California.
A. Yes, sir.
expenses.
traveling
as
cities,
the same as other
of
nature
your
were
Do
the
know
ma
What
Bin.
You
Q.
you
to
would
Yes,
refresh your
have
Q.
Q.
it makes a good impression on people what duties these several deputies duties?
memory from the books or see the
coming to our city. As the federal whom you have named residing out
A. Well, I was, I kept the record books themselves,
would you not?
u.c
of all shipof all the inspections,
turning nas man
A. Yes, sir.
of S;m(a Fe pe,.formed?
it
up.
and
terrikeep
eerybody get busy
A
where these
Thpy always rep0rted, sent in ments that were sent Into the
Q. Do you know
electrician A. I. Gnagey installed the ,.enortg t0 the offlce sent , certif. tory and
HEADQUARTERS FOR
,
are that were drawn on the
checks
he
(
those
did
to
whom
you
From
lights at the federal building and
get
W(?re
Q.
expectetl
Jc(tpft just Rg thpy
First National bank?
ciri a creditable piece of workman-- ; dQ an( (,ley wen requ,.ed oy law to reports; from the deputies?
HIGH-GRADA. No, sir, I do not.
the
ail
deputies.
A. Yes, Bir, from
g
ship,
do.
Then if I understand you cor-Q.
naSCRAPE.
was
SHOOTING
the
q I)id ali o( tile deputies, the Q. Now, while what
For ihis is the
all that you ever had to do
The mounted police toaay receneu, nalnea vou have gjven the committee, ture of your office work, Mrs. Chap- rectly
m
B b.ikin
powdt-with Mr. Dunne In a financial way
"shoot
M that "uiakes she
word that there bad been a
of
man?
their
doings?
make monthly reports
was to hand him checks by order of
Xo details
A. Well, I attended to all the coring scrape" at Venus.
A. Yes, sir, they did.
baking better." 1
your
superior officer, is that right?
of
were sent further than the statement
S It leavens the 8
filed
everything
respondence and
Q. AH of them?
A. Yes, sir.
not
kill.
did
of
bullets
the
that
record In the record book and
A. Yes, sir.
food evenl y'
AND
Q. And why the money was paid
throughout; pull's- a
two in Santa Ke? course I attended to all of the
the
a
him
to
know
Q.
Including
didn't
about,
you
thing
it up to airy lightQ. What books did you keep, Mrs. did
A.
Well, I didn't make any report
.
you?
ness, makes it de- - f
because I had it right there before Chapman?
A. No, sir, I don't know why they
B Hghtfiilly appetiz-- . e
book.
record
a
A. We had
? ing and wholesome.
myself.
paid it to him.
Q. What was it; what did you put
Did they make any?
Q.
Q. You simply were told by Mr.
S Kerne ruber, Cilu- - 5
A. Mr. Martinez inspected oil at in it?
Martinez to make out. a check to Mr,
8 met is moderate in
Feb. 27. The French parlia-- :
Paris.
shipwas
that
A.
shipment
Every
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
or course he sent in a
Dunne or somebody else and you
g price highest in
ment today was asked to appropriate Hspanola, then
I did to ped in
as
same
m quality.
OCCASIONALLY.
the
certificate
so?
did
injust
sinnnnn.nnn "for the renewal and
Q. Of oil?
A. Yes, sir.
mcer tor
Ask your
crease of armaments and war mate- - the office.
oil.
minor
and
A. Oil, gasoline
Calumet. Don't take a
Q. That is right?
Q, Now, did Mr. Martinez, the oil
Hals"
Q. What books did you keep; cash
a
A. Yes, sir.
as
0 sut'stitnte.
minalso
he
was
engaged
the
made
was
inspector,
by
This request
or
accounts
anything
or
books
ledger
M
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS,
Q. And you didn't necessarily know with that, with coal oil inspector, yes, MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES
in a note deputy in Santa Fe to inspect oil?
war
and
finance,
of
latere
kind?
of
that
Food
World's Pur
exposition,
the reason or anything about it?
sir.
Well, thnt was the he was
FACE LIFE IMPRISONMENT.
which said: "Repent wars have shown
Chicago. Illinois. Porlo Exposition,
A. We didn't keep any cash bookB
Franca f.ireti. 1312.
A. No, sir.
Q. Under the signature of Mr. Marthat national means of ed just the way, you know, just as because we had a bank book and
London, Feb. 27. Militant suffraQ. During the time you were in
tinez?
defense should be kept abreast of the Mr. Grimshaw had been. Mr.
gettes connected with the burning of
when the companies paid the money Mr. Dunne
drew checks, or you drew
A. Yes, sir.
of science and military art. shaw was his predecessor and he I
buildings in public parks are liable
bank.
it
in
the
deposited
too
checks that were given to Mr. Dunne,
This
to "penal servitude for life."
Any inferiority in this respect would was coal oil inspector and deputy
Q. If I understand you correctly
when you got money from
Now,
Q.
be more ditncult to remedy during a because Mr. Grimshaw was under
unde- were any moneys deposited in the it would be quite impossible for you was the announcement today of TroMrs. Chapman, I
the
now,
state treasury? Any of those checks to remember the different amounts vers, Humphreys, public prosecutor, in
ary and lie got half of the fees, of rstanddid these deputy
Inspectors
the
on
the state treasurer?
amount"
he
that
inspected,
the
committhe
came
that
todav
into your
you paid these different parties, that asking the magistrate at the Kew poIt was said
send checks in that
I think you have
at
By Mr. Toombs:
lice court to commit for trial Miss
is what the checks represented?
tee would recommend any sum that several cars received here anl
hands?
Lillian Lenton and Miss Joyce Locke.
A. You mean to
receive overlooked the fact she said they
each
finance minister deemed neces-- panola.
A. The inspectors didn't
deputy,
were all in the banks.
Q. Yes, ma'am. What district was
The two were arrested on February
sary for the needs of the government,
any money at all from the companies.
I was just go- Judge?Yes.
Mr. Dunne's district?
By Judge Collins:
20 for setting Are to a pavilion In the
office.
to
the
Q.
direct
came
The money
to
any
A. Why he wasn't assigned
ing a little further.
Kew botanical gardens.
A. Well
nothing.
The
paid
inspectors
Q. Were any warrants ever drawn
district as far as I know.
LnUY OWU
Q. I don't mean
I want to know, Mrs.
"I make my charge," said Mr. Hummonthly but 1
Q. What
on the state treasurer while you were mean the
What reports did he make to
Is about how the money
BRAUE Q. office
aggregate?
phreys, "under the malicious damage
Chapman,
in
Dunne?
of
Mr.
favor
of
his
there,
doings?
your
A. No, sir, I could nt because I just act, which makes it a felony punishgot in to the territorial inspector.'
A. I don't think so.
A. He made no reports.
remember what each one of them was able y penal servitude for life for any
A. It was sent by the different
27.
'A.. Feb.
N".
Fe
Lady
You
Santa
don't think so?
Q.
Wellington.
q Mr. what's the other
paid monthly.
person to fire a building belonging to
companies that shipped, made shipA. No, I don't think so, no, sir.
Robert 12. Scott, widow of the an'- - ,
name, please ma'am?
Q. You don't know whether were the king or devoted to public use,"
the
ments
into
territory.
on
artic explorer, arrived here today
A
Q. Do you know during the time theBe checks always made
Of oil?
j,r qub Koch,
payable to
By Mr. Llewellyn:
hoard the Aorangi.
q. what district did he occupy and
sent in- that you were connected with this of- the order of an individual or were
were
And
A.
PERKINS PREDICTS.
they
(Cont.)
in
of
Lady Scott heard of the terrible work jn do you know?
fice,
any money being deposited
sometimes made payable to
to the office?
they
.
fate of her husband while she was
office.
not
from
oil
at
state
aii
None
the
tle
inspect- cash?
treasury by the
Of oil?
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. ChairBy Mr. Llewellyn:
i.i
off Fiji. Aa soon as she
or on which he drew warrants?
Q. What reports, if any, of his acts
A. No, sir, never to cash that I man Perkins of the senate naval comBy the Witness: Yes, and gasoline.
had recovered from the first shock, and doings did he make to you, if any?
A. You mean from the very beginremember.
mittee predicted today that the comQ. These would be the inspection
she said : "I must be brave as my husS
A. None at all.
ning?
Do
checks
mittee would restore the two battleremember
Q.
you
fees?
any
band would have wished me to be."
you
Q. I mean Mr. Martinez?
Q. Did all the others whom
that were made payable to the order ship provision to the naval appropriaA. These were the fees, yes, sir.
Her brother, Lieutenant Bruce, and have named make reports of their doA.
was
there
de
Yes, sir,
money
of Mr. Martinez, the oil inspector tion bill reduced to one by the house.
Q. Now, what, was done with those
Commander Edward Evans, of the
ings?
The senate has called a meeting of
himself?
came in, or the moneys posited.
checks
that
who brought back the
Pritish
navy,
Mr.
A. Yes, sir, they did.
Q. Was that before or after
the committee tomorrow morning.
Vou don't save money when
A. Certainly. Yes, sir.
buy
came in?
that
sad news from the antartic, met Lady
Dunne's
QUESTI0NS By MR. LLEWELLYN.
Q. And were there many of those?
A. Deposited in the bank.
cheap or
baling powder. Don't
Scott on the pier.
A. I think it was before.
q i win ask yolI, Mrs. Chapman,
A. Yes, sir, he had his monthly, he
be milled. Buy Calumet. It's more
Q. What bank?
if the records show that from May
Q. Service?
bank.
drew his checks every month Just the
National
A.
First
more wholesome
economical
SEALED PROPOSALS.
gma
I
Mr.1
a
was
A.
at
$50
before
month,
think it
to August inclusive
same as the deputy did.
Q. To whose account?
best results. Calumet is far sapenor to
Dunne's service.
Up to and including March 15, 1913. making $200, 1910, and September to
Q. Who determined the amount
A. To the oil inspector's.
sour milk, and soda.
bids will be received at the office of January 1st, same year, at $83.33 a
Q. It was before Mr. Dunne came that he was to draw
uunne s
Mr.
were
These
every month, if
during
Q.
the Superintendent Pueblo Indian month, making $333.32 May to Auin?
connection with this, that
you remember?
Agency, 508 West Silver Ave., Albu- - gust, that is amounts paid Mr. Dunne alleged
A.
sir.
Yes,
A. Well, under Governor Curry he
Mr. Martinez's would it not?
queruue, X. M., for the construction 1910) Way to August, $50 per month, would be
Q. But at the time that Mr. Dunne was to receive $250 a month and fees,
A. Yes, sir.
MRS. PANKHURST NEED
of a school building at Paguate, N
1st.
at
to
had this alleged connection with this
January
j200; September
traveling expenses.
Q. Yes. Who drew these moneys oil fund all
NO LONGER FAST. M. Plans may be seen at the Super- $83 33 a month, $333.32, and January
moneys were paid out
Q. Yes.
bank?
out
of
the
intendent s office or the office of this lgt
to December 31st, 1911, one
as
as
either
far
know,
by
you
by,
made to
A. And after paying the rest of the
A. There were checks
a total
is
on
National
check
the
First
London, Feb. 27. Mrs. Pankhurst's paper. For full information address thousand dollars,
making
bank;
one of the inspectors, deputy indeputies their fees the rest was deposoffice.
amount paid to Mr. Dunne of $1533.32, each
"hunger strike" was even of shorter Superintendent's
ited in the treasury, in the territorial
and they drew their money that right?
spectors,
was
amount
If
A.
sir.
than
that
I will ask you
duration
Yes,
imprisoned suffragettes
and Mr. Martinez got his
themselves
treasury.
to.
hitherto have been accustomed
Q. When you delivered the checks
paid Mr. Dunne If you have any own check and I got my own check.
Governor
Q. How was it under
MOTHER GRAY'S knowledge of it.
The home office today overruled the
on the to people to whom you were directed Mills, if you know?
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